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r The Space Station Systems Analysis Study is a 15-month effort (April 1976 to
j	 June 1977) to identify cost-effective Space Station systems options for a
manned space facility capable of orderly growth with regard to both function
and orbit location. The study activity has been organized into three parts.
Part l was a 5-month effort to review candidate objectives, define implemen-
tation requirements, and evaluate potential program options in low earth




	 define and evaluate specific system options within the framework of the 	 a
potential program options developed in Part 1.
Part 3, the last portion of this study, defines a series of program alternatives
and refines associated system design concepts so that they satisfy the require-
ments of the low earth orbit program option in the most cost-effective
manner.
The final reporting of the Part 3 study activity consists of the following
Volume 1, Executive Summary
Volume 2, -Technical Report
Volume 3, Appendixes
Book 1, Supporting Data
Book 2, Supporting Data
Volume 4, Supporting Research and Technology Report
_	 Volume 5, Cost and Schedules Datax
-	 A complete list of Parts 1 and 2 tables ofcontents are included for references
in Volume 3, ; Book 2 in Section 17 of the appendix.'
During this study, subcontract support was `provided to the McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company (MDAC) by TRW Systems Group, Aeronutronic Ford
Corporation, the Raytheon Company, and Hamilton Standard.
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Questions regarding the study activity or the material appearing in this
report should be directed to:
Jerry W. Craig, EA 4
Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center	 ;?
Houston, Texas 70058
or
C. J. DaRos	 y
Study Manager, Space Station Systems Analysis Study
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-West
Huntington Beach, California 92647
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During Part I of the Space Station Systems Analysis Study (SSSAS) schedule
data and estimates of relative costs were compiled for each of the 56 dif-
ferent program options. Special emphasis was placed on using methodology
and procedures that identified the difference in costs between each of the
various program options. The emphasis was on relative rather than absolute
costs,1	
W
f	 The MDAC Modular Space Station (MSS) Study was the major base for the
costs assigned to the Space Station modules and mission hardware items.
The cost of each hardware element in the MSS study was computed separately
i and recorded in a list of standard costs.	 These standard costs were then
7
used as building blocks to assemble the cost of each program option.	 How-
ever, these costs were supplemented and modified by data from other 	 b
F 
sources, including: data 'generated during the Manned Orbital Systems Con-
cept (MOSC) study; data obtained from the Skylab program; information from
the MDAC data bank, including factors, and ratios traditionally- used by p
MDAC; costs derived front structure cost estimating relationships (CERs) in
the MDAC data bank; costs taken from Outlook for Space; costs derived from
best judgment estimates; and NASA furnished costs.
9
During Part II of the SSSAS costs were estimated for six different programs.
In Part II there was a radical departure from the method of determining costs
that was used in Part I.	 Per NASA directive it became a'requirement to use
NASA JSC MSS Phase B costs as the major base for determining costs.	 This
approach necessitated the requirement for a new set of building block costs,
which were described in detail in the Part II report.	 All the module costs
and portions of other hardware costs were obtained using these building
block costs.	 MDAC costing methods and data were used in those instances






Similarly the floating items such as project management, systems test and
GSE were calculated using the ratios determined from the above study.
These ratios were assumed to be constant over the range of program costs	 t
considered in Part II except for the test hardware,
During Part III the costs were estimated for a selected program. The 	 "'=`
method used for estimating costs was similar to that used in Part II, How-
ever, during Part III a larger proportion of the estimates were derived from
the MDAC data base. This shift reflected the change in design approach dur- 	 > 	 i:;
ing Part M. The design emphasized maximizing the use of existing'. hardware 	 ;
(from such programs as Orbiter, SEPS and Spacelab) and concentrated on
driving hard to decrease both the complexity and the number of modules in
the construction and support portion of the station. The success achieved in
accomplishing this goal is reflected in the decreased size of the WBS dia-





















A logical evolution of the Space Construction Base (SCB) incorporates an
orderly transition from the Space Transportation System (STS) and Shuttle-
tended operations configuration to continuous operations configuration.
Analysis of the evolutionary program indicates the elements that are needed
to support it as shown in Figure 2-1_
The technology development activities using the Shuttle and Spacelab require
additional power which can be supplied by a free-flying power module
designed to provide the capability for construction demonstration, space
processing R&D and early SPS experiments, 	 At this point, the introduction
of the Space Construction module would provide, in a Shuttle-tended mode,
the first significant operational capability.
i
The next level of capability requires a considerable increase in on-orbit
power because of the high power requirements of testing the SPS'microwave
power transmission system. 	 A power platform appears to be the best way to
satisfy this requirement, and it also can furnish such an abundance of power
for the supporting objectives' and growth options that orbital power ceases -'
to be a limiting factor in space operations.
These activities may be accomplished either in a Shuttle-tended mode, or in
a continuously-manned mode. 	 The minimum cost approach would call for
introduction of a continuously-manned habitability module after the technology Y
development phase is completed but is highly dependent on the rate of
planned` mission buildup of activities. 	 A shower buildup of mission activities
would call fcr extending the Shuttle-tended mode of operation which results
in funding and schedule flexibility so necessary in preliminary program
planning.	 Figure 2-2 depicts the SCB-program.


































































































Fiqure ?-2. Evolu t ioeiary Program Bateline
- _--I
2, 2 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
The cost estimates for this program were divided into four major categories,
(See the Work Breakdown Structure reproduced in Figure 2-3, for a detailed
listing of the cost elements reported in this study, ) These major categories
are identified as Management and Integration, Space Construction Base,
Transportation and Mission Hardware, Management and Integration includes
the contractor cost associated with integrating the other three major cate-
gories of effort.. The transportation costs include the cost of $19. 1 million
assigned to each Shuttle flight, The other two main cost categories are dis-
cussed in the following sections. Each of these categories is divided into
program phases, development, production and operation as appropriate. A
detailed definition of each cost element is presented in the Work Breakdown
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COST GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS {
The groundrules and assumptions used for obtaining costs for Part III of the
Space Station Systems Analysis Study are as follows:




2, Table 3-1 indicates the factors used to normalize previous year
.x dollars to fiscal 1977 dollars,	 The foregoing data are based on
I
"DOD deflators., " Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
tr
(Controller) 	 February 4	 1974; "DOD Price Escalation Indices
Defense Communications Agency Circular 600-60-1, Section F,
Change 3, June 1975,
1
3 Funding distributions are in fiscal years beginning on October 1 and : ?
i extending through September 30,
4, Cost estimates are commensurate with program. definition at the
time of the estimate, the relative level of the SSSAS effort, and with
A
'
K the understanding that the estimates are only for preliminary plan-
^a
' a




i Calendar	 DDT & E	 Production 	Operation s
.Midyear % Inc reas e 	 Cum 	 7o Increase	 Cum	 % Increase	 Cum
1969 5.5	 161. 8	 5.2	 171, 3	 6.5	 171. 9 <'
1970 5.0	 153.4 -	 5.5	 162.8	 6, 2	 161.4
1971 3.7
	
146.1	 4.3	 154.0	 7.4	 152.0 $
1972 3.9	 140.8	 4, 5	 148.0	 6. 3	 141.5
1973 7, 5	 135.6	 9. 8 	 141.6	 9, 5	 133.1
1974 10.0	 126.1	 10, 9	 129.0	 6.4	 121. 6
1975 9.0
	
114.6	 10.0	 116, 3	 9. 0 	 114.2





FY 1977 100.0	 100:0	 100.0R^
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5, In general, NASA institutional and in-house costs (such as base
support contractor personnel costs, civil service personnel salaries
and allowances, and administrative support technical services) are
not included in the program cost estimates. 	 However, a NASA flight
support and ground 'support cost of $60, 25 million and $11 million
per year respectively, are included in the operations phase of the
costs.	 These items include some NASA costs and some contractor
(probably other than hardware prime contractors) cost. 	 The other
'
cost elements in this study exclude all NASA in-house and all non- r
hardware contractor costs. 	 (Exception item 6 below, )
6 NASA furnished Shuttle cost of $19, 1 M per flight 'in mid-Fiscal Year
1977 dollars is used.	 This cost is assumed to includeuse of the
docking/airlock module and the orbiter RCS, power, and EC/LS
kits required by the shuttle-tended programs.
7. The cost estimates are developed and documented in consonance
' with the latest JSC approved Work Breakdown Structure (WB,S).and
WBS dictionary.
s
8. The cost estimates assume no dedicated flight test hardware.
f
9. All flight crew and training costs are excluded except those covered
s
in the per flight Shuttle costs and the Launch and Flight Operations t
r costs furnished by NASA.-
10; - For funding purposes it is assumed that money for the Space Con-
struction Base will become available at the start of Fiscal Year 1980,"
(Program ATP is October 1, 1979.)
11. The Power Module is assumed to be authorized and have funding
available one year befor e the principle Space Station ATP date. 	 The
module is assumed to be used by other programs prior to its launch
for the Space Station. 	 The cost of this prior use is not charged to r
this program.	 It is assumed that maintenance and any refurbishment
required will be provided by the using program and completed before
its launch in this program.	 The development and production cost of
the power module and its launch for the Space Station is included in
the SSSAS cost _estimate,
12. For scheduling purposes it is assumed that the first Space Station a
Launch will be January 1	 1984.
r
10
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v	 13, Costs for this study are derived using the following criteria as a
base:
•	 Building block costs derived from NAR Modular Space Station
Phase B module subsystem costs and subsystem reference costs
are used as a base for obtaining Space Construction Base (SCB)
	 -
module subsystems costs and portions of the Space Processing
Engineering Developmr:nt-Facility (SPEDF) costs.,- 3
•	 Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs), cost complexity factors,
r
and best judgment estimates obtained in consonance with knowl-
edgeable engineering personnel are used in obtaining the remain-
ing costs,
14. The cost estimates reflect the engineering design emphasis on using
existing hardware, especially from the orbiter.
	 Significant cost
avoidance results from assuming the only development cost for such
equipment is integration and modification costs,
15. The GER I s that are used are formulated from historical data stored
in the MDAC Data Bank,
16. '. The cost of GFE equipment, including the Multi-Mission Module,
Composite Fab Unit, IUS, Orbiter Docking Module, Orbiter, Orbiter
kits and maintenance (except to the extend included in the $1.9, 1
million per flight cost), Spacelab and several items of Spacelab
equipment/ experiments, are not included in the cost estimates but
the cost, if any, of modifying GFE to meet the requirements of this
program is included.
17. It is assumed that the Space Construction Module (SCM), Construc-
tion Shack (CS) and SPEDF are designed sequentially and in the order
named.	 This approach achieves a substantial amount of cos
avoidance.	 Portions of the CS and SPEDF that are similar to the
SCM, take advantage of the previ bus SCM design, and therefore #
substantially reduce DDT&E cost.
18. ,	 The composite material complexity factor applied against the struc-
tural production CER is 4. 62.	 Source: Kong, S. J. , Dervey, A. J. ,
and Fisher, G. H., "Application of Advanced Composites to Upper
Stage Structures,
	 NASA, February 1972.
_11
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19. The construction complexity factors applied against the structural
production C_ER are as follows:
0 If fabricated and assembled in space, 0, 15
0 If fabricated on the ground, assembled in space, 0, 85
• If fabricated and assembled on the ground, 1, 00
20. A 90% (0. 848) learning curve factor was applied at the component
and detail level of mission hardware quantities,
21. It is assumed that any required supporting research and technology




22. The cost of modifying the hardware (specifically Test Article 1) for
GEO operation is included in the estimate. Transfer to GEO and









SPACE STATION COST SUMMARY
The total cost estimate for the Space Station Program (WBS 10-000-00).
defined in Part III of this study is $3, 150. 41 million. 	 Of this amount, t
n' $1, 456, 51 million. is for development (WBS 11-000-00), $903, 88 million for I	 a
i production (WBS 12-00-0. 	 ) of required hardware, and $790, 02 million for
t
w operations (WBS 13-000-00) including deploying transportation. 	 The total
cost of the program is composed of $17, 47 million Management and Integra- j
tion (WBS 1X-050), $1, 074, 19 Space Construction Base (WBS 1X-100) (includ-
ing'$388, 92 million operational cost (WBS 13-100)), $401, 10 million Trans-
portation (WBS 1X-200), and $1, 657. 65 Mission Hardware WBS 1X-300).
Additional detail breakdown of these figures is shown in the backup cost
-	 forms included in Section 6 of this volume and in the remainder of this A
,
s ection.
4.1 SPACE CONSTRUCTION BASE COSTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
` The Space Construction' Base_ consists of the hardware items placed in earth
orbit which provide the capability of supporting assembly, fabrication, proc-
essing and science activities (including housing personnel participating in
these activities) in space.	 The Construction Base is divided into two cate-
gories of items.	 The first category, the Construction System, contains the ¢
Space_ Construction' Module, the Crane, the Cherry Picker" Platform and the
Strongback/Turntable Fixture.	 The second category, the Support System,
contains Vat, Power Module and the Construction Shack,	 See Figure 4-1.
The cost estimates for the Space Construction Base reflect extensive use of 3
existing hardware and technology. 	 This approach results in a significant`
cost avoidance in the development phase of the program. 	 Almost all of the
components used in the communication and data management systems are
' the same as Orbiter hardware,	 Some of the EC/LS componEn is are also
y frorl the Orbiter. 	 The solar arrays are SEPS arrays which are in an `
advanced stage of development.
s 13
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CHERRY PICKER PLATFORM	 SHACK
STRONGBACKITURNTABLE
Figure 4-1. Space Construction Base
When existing hardware was 'used, the development cost estimates reflect
only the effort required to integrate the item into the Space Construction
,G Base,	 The production cost reflects the cost of producing the item.
If
In addition to extensive use of existing equipment, the cost estimates f
assumed the Composite Beam Fabrication facility, which is scheduled for
development in another program, would be available to this program as GFE,
( A special consideration was included for the Power Module, 	 This unit was
assumed to be built and available before it was required for this program,
I However, its cost was changed to this program even though it would be used
by other activities prior to its incorporation in the Space Construction Base.
In addition, it should be noted that some of the subsystems in the module,
such as the RCS system, have been augmented beyond the minimum capa-
bilities that would be required if the module were only supplying power to 3
i.; the station.	 These extended capabilities, though increasing the cost of the
module itself, provide the additional flexibility required by the total station
at minimum overall cost.
l 14 ".
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1The following paragraphs present more detailed information for each of the
items included in the SCB. 	 Further design consideratim s and definitions are .'
available in the technical volumes of this report.
The total Space Construction Base cost (WBS 1X-100) of $1, 074. 19 million r
is composed of $593. 79 million Engineering Support (WBS 1X-100-30) which
includes the base's operational cost and the balance of -$480. 40 million for
-- hardware.	 This hardware cost is divided into $203. 28 million for the
Construction System (WBS 1X-100-10) and $277. 02 million for the Support
K
System (WBS 1X-100-20). 	 (Note: A_slightly different method of allocating
the top level costs accounts for the minor differences between the values in





The Construction System Costs of $Z03. 28 million not including its pro rata E
share engineering support)' divided into $88. 19 for the Space Construction
I Module (WBS 1X-100-10-01), $88.75 million for the Crane (WBS 1X-100-10-
r, 02),: $10. 31, for the Cherry Picker Platform (WBS 1X-100-10-03) and $16.13
for the Strongback/Turntable (WBS 1X-100-10-04).	 When the engineering
support is added, these numbers become $123. 56, $121. 97, $13. 89 and
$21. 84,
4. 1. 1, 1 Space Construction Module (SCM)
I The total program cost, selected detail costs and characteristics, and a
profile view of the Space Construction Module (WBS 1X-100-10-01) are shown
iri Figure 4-2. 	 Table 4-1 describes the SCM on NASA Form B.
Each of the subsystems, especially in the_Infornation Subsystem, contain a
„	 v large number of off-the-shelf assemblies, subassemblies, and_cornponents.
Maximum use has been made of off-the-shelf type items from the Orbiter; as
well as from other programs.	 This provided a significant amount of cost j
avoidance and achieved a large reduction in DDT&E costs since these costs;
reflect the advantage of utilizing previous design and development effort.



















CHARACTER I STI CS:
SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION	 $ 1.74
	 OVERALL LENGTH = 9.5 M (31.25 FEET)
STRUCTURAL/MECHANI CAL	 41.00	 TOTAL WE  GHT = 11340 KG (25, 000 LB)
EC/LS	 32.20






Figure 4-2. Space Construction Modula ISCM)
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2 SPACE CONSTRUCTION_ MODULE
h
DATA FORM B ,	 1
WBS Quantity or Units
k	 ^^ Identification Noe	 WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristic Notes
Structure/.Mechanical
'	 -, • Primary 9. 52(13, 25) m (ft)	 Length Based on Phase B MSS Core Module No, I DDT&E and i
production reference costs (RC).
• Secondary 9. 5.2(13, 25) m (ft)	 Length Same as for primary, t	 xl^
} • Shield 9. 52(13, 25) m (ft)	 Length Same as for primary, 7
I
• Berthing 6 Units Same as for primary, `l
f<. • Crew Furnishings Same as for primary, x j
I{EC i's
• Atmosphere Control Based on Phase B MSS EC/LSS circulation ducts and
r	 _ temperature control (less 30-percent to exclude humidrky
control) reference costs. Phase B DDT&E and products hn
costs are reduced due to SCM assemblies being less
-I complex.	 Relating Phase B components to Orbiter com-
ponents, DDT&E Hosts are reduced 40-percent since 
60-percent of components are new or modified,
s
i • Thermal Control (TC) Based on Phase B MSS )C/LSS TC reference costs, j
Phase B DDT&E and 'production costs are reduced due
to SCM assembly being less complex, 	 Relating Phase B
components to Orbiter components, DDT&E costs are
reduced 40-percent since 60 -percent of components are
F. new or modified. 	 Unit production costs remain unaltered {i Phase B unit costs but fewer components are required,
Electrical Power 1
Ea
• Distribution 50, 8(112) KG (pounds)	 Weight Production costs based on MDAC Space Station distribu-
$5, 384 $/Kg ($/lb)	 Cost tion costs per unit weight for this type system,
Information
• Data Processing Based on Phase B Information Subsystem data processing
and Displays / and displays /controls reference costs. 	 Relating Phase B
Controls components to Orbiter components, and applying an
engineering estimate as to the number of Orbiter
components used.
• Communications ° Based on data processing and displays /control logic.
DDT&E production costs were significantly reduced
f because existing Orbiter hardware and fewer units.
ii	 l
g.
The Structural/ Mechanical Subsystem (S/MS) manufacturing cost is $41. 00
million.	 This cost was obtained from the Phase B MSS Core Module No. 1
(C No. 1) Structure Subsystem coasts.
	 Since this module is the first one of
this size developed for this prog am, it carries the full development and first
unit production cost.
The Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) cost is
$32.20 million.	 Both the atmosphere control and thermal control assemblies f
are based on Phase B MSS EC/LSS costs and recognize prior development of
any items used in the Orbiter. 	 The circulation ducts, temperature control,
and fans development costs are reduced substantially, since some of their
design is already accomplished for the Orbiter. 	 The production cost was
decreased from that of the reference because not as many units are required.
The same logic applies to the thermal control assembly costs.
The Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) cost is $1, 09 million.	 Only a distri-
bution system for power is required and the costs are based on a cost per
weight factor.	 This factor is obtained from historical data and ` is applied to
engineer supplied weights.
:
The Information Subsystem (IS) cost is $12. 16 million.	 These costs are
^.	 derived from the Phase B MSS Information Subsystem costs. 	 Relating the
i
subsystem components to the Orbiter, most of the data processing,
displays/ controls. and communications hardware will be off-the-shelf type
components.	 This fact permits large cost avoidance in the DDT&E costs
since most of the design and development effort bas been accomplished. y
Also, only a small amount of the hardware items will be used, which signifi-
cantly reduces the production costs'. --
The engineering support cost of $35. 37 million added to the total subsystem
cost sums to the total program cost of $123. 56 million for the SCM.
4. 1. 1. 2 Crane and Cherry Picker Platform
The total program cost, selected detail costs and characteristic	 and an
action view of the crane and cherry picker platform (WBS 1X-100-10-0.2)
S.	
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are shown in Figure 4-3. The costs for development and production of the
crane assume the use of the Shuttle RMS technology and that the additional
cost for the crane will be equal to the original cost of the RMS. Compared to
the RMS, the reach is longer by 2. 5 to 1, it has two arms rather than one
and is turret mounted to a Space Construction Module berthing port. The
cylindrical portion of the turret is made of aluminum and the arms are made
M	 of epoxy. The crane -software is similar to the RMS software. It also con-
sists of meteoroid shield, dome, console, lighting, and subsystem interfaces.
The hardware manufacturing cost for the crane is $88. 75 million,
I" Adding the engineering support cost of $33. 22 million provides the total
program cost of $121. 97 million for the crane,
The Cherry Picker hardware manufacturing cost is $10. 31 million,
	
This is
an estimate based on the Shuttle Orbiter RMS,
	
Compared to the RMS, the
Cherry Picker is less complex by a factor of 0. 125. 	 This factor is applied
to both the RMS DDT&E and production costs to obtain the Cherry Picker
costs.	 Basically, the Cherry Picker consists of an alternate control station,
EVA'backpacks, electrical lines only, and floodlights. ?
Adding the engineering support costs of $3.58 million to the manufacturing
costs provides the total program cost of $13. 89 million for the Cherry
w Picker Platform.
r
4.1. 1. 3. Strongback/Turntable
The total program cost, selected detail costs and characteristics, and action
profile for the str ongback/ turntable (M7"BS 1X-100-10-04) are shown in Fig-^.,
ure 4-4. _ Table 4-2 describes the strongback/turntable on NASA Form B.
The costing approach for the Strongback/turntable is based oas an orbital
j construction concept definition of fabricating and assembling the components
on the ground.
F
































CHARACTERISTICS: 	 CHARA( . fER I S I TC S:
TOTAL WEIGHT = 150 KG 1331 LB)	 TOTAL WEIGHT = 1590 KG 1 3505 LB)


















1940 KG (4217 LB) 230 KG (507 LB)
40 M (131 FT)
3 M (10 FT)
2 M (7 FT) 0.6 M (2.0 FT)
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-oC	 WBS Quantity or	 Units





n Beam 1, 990(3, 086)	 kg (lb)	 wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs
Berthing Ports 399(880)	 kg (113)	 wt DDT&E engineering judgment
Prod = SIV-B simple adapter CER, quantity = 4
Tunnel 141(311)	 leg (lb)	 wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs
Indexing Turntable


















The hardware manufacturin g cost including DDT&.E'and production for the
strongback is $12. 60 million; The strongback is composed of the following
components: beam assembly, 4-berthing ports and tunnel. All of the com-
ponents are made out of aluminum and SIV-B simple adapter CSR's are
r °	used to calculate the DDT &E and production costs.




simple adapter CER's are used to calculate the DDT&E and production costs
for the aluminum structure.
The sum of the strongback and turntable costs is $16, 13 million.
Adding the engineering support cost of $5. 71 million provides the total pro-
gram cost of $21. 84 million for the strongback/turntable,
4. 1. 2 Support System, Costs
.. The $277. 02 million of the Support System hardware is divided into  $114. 78
4 million for the Power Module (WBS 1X-100-20-01) and $162. 24 million for 4




4.1. 2. 1	 Power Module	 '
` The total program costs of the Power Module (WBS 1X-100-20=01) with a
' breakdown by subsystems; the total system weight and the 5EPS array
blanket area are shown in Figure 4-5. 	 Table 4-3 describes the Power
y	 '; Module on NASA Form B.
4
The costing approach for the power module is based on MDAC, Phase B
' electrical power costs and Lockheed's Solar Electric Propulsion System
(SEPS) electrical power costs. _ All other costs are based on SIV-B structural
CER's and unmanned spacecraft CERs.
l
The subsystem integration cost is $5. 16 million.
The cost including DDT&E and production for the Structure/Mechanical sub-
_= system-is $16. 05 million.	 The structure/ mechanical subsystem is composed A
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12, 261 KG 127, 031 L BI
3, 245 KG 17, 154 LB)
































,r. DATA FORM B
VBS Quantity or Units 3j
Identification No. WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristics Notes,
Subsystem Integration 10% of production base cost
Structure / Meclianical
Module 144(317) kg (lb) wt S-IVB machined waffle CERs
4 Ft Dia Mast 411(906) kg (lb) wt S-IVB simple adapter CERs — quantity = 2
3 Ft Dia Mast 231(510) kg (lb) wt Same as 4 ft dia mast
' 2 Axis Gimbal 1, 250(2, 756) kg (lb) wt S-IVB simple adapter CERs —quantity =-2
k+, Berthing Port 200(440) kg (lb) wt DDT&E — engineering judgmentProd — S-IVB simple adapter - quantity = 2




DDT&E 40 kg Power Rating Based on MDAC Phase B costs —DDT&E adj by kw(BOL) rating raised to 0. 5 power
}?rod 76!.( No. of Cells Prod adj by No, of cells; 90"/0 learning curve
per Battery applied to 16 batteries t
Chargers 40 kw Power Rating Based on MDAC Phase B costs —DDT &E adj(BOL) by kw rating raised to 0. 5 power j
Prod adj by kw rating
t	 t
Regulators 40 kw Power Rating Same as Chargers 3 j(BOL)^
Inverters 40 kw Power Rating Same as Chargers
i.l
(BOL) 111
Switches, Wising, 40 kw Power Rating Same as Chargers
Cabling (BOL) t
Solar Arrays - DDT&E Based on Lockheed SEPS cost )i
! Blanket -Prod 1,-000(10, 764) m2 (ft? ) Area Based on Lockheed SEPs cost — adj by array aread qu ntity)
i{
I Mast -.Prod Based on Lockheed SEPS cost — adj by quantity #
F with a 90 learning curve




WBS Quantity or	 Units	 -
DH
Identification No,	 WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristics Notes
Container - Prod Same as Solar Array - Mast
Drive Assy - Prod Same as Solar Array - Mast i
` Electronics - Prod Based on Lockheed SEPs cost —adj by
quantityA 9797
Radiators 343(756) lcg (lb)	 wt S-IVB simple adapter CERs — prod —
quantity = 8
Free flight Supt Sys
Guidance and Control 59(7,30) kg (.lb)	 wt U/M S/C G&N CERs .,(
} RCS 227(500) kg (lb)	 wt U/M S/C attitude control CERs












}each with a Z-axis gimbal, that connect to the SEPs solar arrays. 	 The core
module is assumed to be standard design with SIV-B machine waffle CERs
used to calculate the DDT&E and production costs.	 The berthing port is also
a standard design and SIV-B simple adapter CER is used to calculate the
production cost.	 The-DDT&E cost was estimated to be very small since
many berthing ports are utilized in this study.	 The telescoping masts and
Z -axis gimbals both use SIV-B simple adapter CERs to calculate the DDT&E
_. and production costs, 1
The EC/LS subsystem cost is $3. 00 million. 	 The EC/LS subsystem is com-
posed of active and passive systems with the unmanned spacecraft environ-
mental control CERs being used to calculate the DDT&E and production costs.
The cost of the Electrical Power subsystem is $59. 52 million,	 The electrical
power subsystem is composed of a battery system and the SEPs solar array
system.	 The battery system contains the following items: batteries, battery
chargers, battery regulators, battery inverters and switches, wiring and
cabling.	 The DDT&E and production costs for these items are calculated by
;. using a ratio of the kw rating and number of cells per battery based on MDAC,
Phase B costs.
The SEPs solar array system was composed of the blanket, mast, container,
drive assembly, electronics and radiators,	 The DDT&E and production costs
of these components are calculated by using a ratio of quantities required
based on the Lockheed SEPs array costs.
The hardware manufacturing cost for the Free Flight Support System is $31, 05
-= million.	 The free flight support system for the power module is composed of	 3
.	 bthree subsystems:	 guidance and control, propulsion/RCS and information
(telemetry).	 All three subsystems use the unmanned spacecraft CERs to
calculate the DDT&E and production costs,
?
The sum of all the subsystem costs including subsystem integration is	 A
$114, 78 million.	 Adding the engineering support cost of $57. 52 million pro-




4, 1, 2.2 Construction Shack
The total program cost, subsystems costs, and profile view of the Construc-
tion Shack (CS) (WBS 1X-100-20-02) are shown in Figure 4 -6. Table 4-4	 a
describes the CS on NASA Form B.
Each of the subsystems, especially in the !Informs tion and Communications
Subsystem, contain a larger number of off-the-shelf type assemblies, sub-
assemblies, and components. Maximum use has been made of off-the-shelf
	 A
type items from the Orbiter, as well as from other programs, This permits_
a large reduction in DDT&E costs since these costs reflect the advantage of
considering previous design and development effort.
The total subsystem cost for the CS, including both DDT&E and production is
$1 6 2. 24 million.
The Structural/ Mechanical subsystem cost is $22, 10 million. These costs
were calculated using the SCM costs as a base. Since the CS and CSM sub-
	
t
systems are very similar, the CS DDT&E costs reflect a substantial cost	 --
avoidance. The CS production costs for the primary and secondary structure, , 	 ? 1
shield, and crew furnishings were calculated by increasing the SCM produc-
tion ,costs by-a ratio using a length as a parameter. The CS berthing produc-
tion costs are unaltered SCM costs. CS airlock costs are obtained using
airlock costs derived during Part, II of this study. Part II costs were
	 3
reduced to account for the smaller and less complex CS airlock,
The total EC/LSS-subsystem cost is $50. 80 million., The EC/LSS costs are 	 '.
derived from several sources. The atmosphere storage, CO2 management
and water. mana g ement DDT&E and production cosb	 	 is w-ere obtained from an
engineering EC/LSS trade study which applies directly to the CS. The
remaining costs are based on EC/LSS reference costs. The atmosphere
control and thermal control assemblies are similar to the SCM assemblies.
Obviously,very little DDT&E effort is needed for the CS assemblies, and	 x,
therefore CS DDT&E costs are greatly reduced CSM DDT&E costs. It is
assumed that CS production costs are the same as SCM production costs. 	 3
^;	 aWaste Management Subsystem DDT&E costs are approximately 50-percent
of the Waste Management Subsystem reference costs to reflect use of existing
2s



















STRUCTURALIMECHANI CAL 	 22. 10
EC IL S	 50.80
ELEC 1 I? I CAL POWER	 1.09
CREW SUPPORT
	 7.05








OVERALL LENGTH = 16.15 M (53 FEET)
TOTAL WE  GHT = 9525 KG (21, 000 LB)
Figure 4 . 6. Construction Shack (CS)





WBS Quantity or	 Units





F	 0 Construction Shack (CS)
Structure
• Primary 16. 2(53) m (ft)	 Length Based on CSM. DDT&E and production costs. 	 DDT&E
costs are greatly reduced to take advantage of previous
CSM design effort.
	
Production costs are increased to
account for greater length of CS.
• Secondary 16. 2(53) m (ft) _	 Length Same logic as for primary, j
• Shield 16. 2(53) m (ft)	 Length Same logic as for primary,
• Berthing 6 Units DDT&E costs based on same logic as for primary.
Production costs are unaltered CSM production costs,
to
• Crew Furnishings Same logic as For primary,
• Airlock Based on Part 2 airlocl, costs. 	 DDT&E costs adjusted
for previous design impact. 	 DDT&E and production
costs adjusted for smaller size of CS airlock.
1
EC/LS,
)• Atmosphere Storage 15 Tanks Bused on DDT&E and production costs obtained from
EC/LS trade study.
• CO? Management Same logic as for atmosphere storage,
• Atmosphere Control DDT&E costs for ducts and temperature control are
reduced SCM costs due to similar design. Production
costs for these items remain the same as SCM costs,
1 set	 7 man Pressure control costs are based on Phase B MSS
' EC/LSS pressure control costs,	 Phase B DDT&E and
., production costs are reduced due to CS assembly being
^'- less complex,	 Relating Phase B components to
Orbiter components, DDT&E costs are reduced to
reflect only 60-percent of assembly is new or modified.
• Thermal Control 1 set Based on SCM costs,	 Both the DDT&E and production
' costs are reduced due to previous SCM design.
s
• Water Management 1 set Same logic as for atmosphere storage,
.naa as-,,a:=:d	 k_#.r5.e.d	 v	 .,.....,t ..i	 f	 ^ ..	 t	 a	 a•r^.:"3	 ^., _..^:i	 t	 .n.	 e:.	 .,_r
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0 WBS Quantity or	 Units
y Identification No, 	 WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristic Notes
o Waste Management 1 set Lased on Phase B MSS EC/LSS Waste Management
' costs.Phase B DDT&E costs are reduced since the
CS assembly is less complex.
	
Production costs are
unaltered Phase .B production costs,
• Special Life Support 1 seta Based on Phase B MSS Special Life Support EVA/IVA
provisions and fire control costs.	 Phase B DDT&E
costs are reduced to reflect only 60-percent is new or
modified.
	
EVA /NA provisions production costs are
unaltered Phase B production costs. 	 Fire control
production costs are increased Phase B fire control




• Distribution 50.8(112) kg (pound)
	





• Data Processing and 1 set	 (See technical Same logic as for SCM data processing and displays/
^r
Displays/Controls description) controls except that costs were reduced 65-percent,
s •. Communications Same logic as for SCM data processing and displays/
controls except that costs were reduced 50-percent.
Guidance and Navigation
• Optical Reference 1 set	 (See technical Based on Phase B MSS G&NS optical reference costs,
Asst' _ description) CS requires all components except the alignment
links and sextant/telescope.
	
Phase B DDT&E costs
are reduced due to previous Orbiter design effort.
Production costs are unaltered. 	 Gimbal costs
furnished by engineering.
• Inertial Reference 1 set	 (See technical Based on Phase B MSS G&NS inertial reference
Asst' description) assembly reference costs.	 Phase B DDT&E costs
are reduced due to previous Orbiter design effort.







0 Table 4-4 (Page 3 of 3)
2	 CONSTRUCTION SHACK
h	 DATA FORM B
^	 o
r WBS	 Quantity or	 UnitsIdentification No.	 WBS Identification	 Value of Measure	 Characteristics Notes
• RCS Electronics	 1 set	 (See technical Based on. Phase B MSS G &NS RCS electronic assembly
Assembly description) reference costs.	 Phase B DDT &E costs are reduced
due to previous Orbiter design effort.	 Production
coots are unaltered Phase B production costs.
r
• Software Based on Phase B 'MSS G &NS software reference
costs.	 CS DDT &E and production costs are ratioed
from Phase B DDT &E and production costs.
Crew Support
•• Food Management 	 1 set	 7 man Based on Phase B MSS crew support food management
capability reference costs.	 CS DDT &E and production costs are
reduced Phase B DDT&E and production due to less
complexity of CS assembly.
• Hygiene Based on Phase B MSS crew support hygiene reference
costs.	 CS DDT&E costs are reduced Phase B DDT&E
costs due to previous design effort. 	 CS production
costs are unaltered Phase B production costs.
• Furnishings Based on Phase B MSS SM-1 costs. 	 DDT&E costs are
reduced due to previous design. 	 Production costs
are doubled since more furnishings are required.
• Recreation, Exer- Same logic as for furnishings except that production
cise, Crew Care costs are unaltered.
• General/ Emergency Same logic as for furnishings extent that production




gOrbiter hardware and relaxed design requirements for new and modified
items.	 Production costs are derived from production reference costs.
Special Life Support req-wires IVA/EVA_provisions and fire control.
	 The
DDT&E costs for the IVA/EVA provisions reflect the engineering definition
that about 40-percent existing or modified Orbiter equipment is used on this
system.	 The fire control DDT&E costs reflect an assembly that is more
complex.	 The IVA/EVA provisions production costs utilize the production
reference costs but the fire control production costs are greater than the
reference costs to reflect the additional complexity.
The EPS subsystem cost is $1. 09 million. 	 The criteria pertinent to the CMS
EPS applies directly to the CS EPS.
The total Information Subsystem cost is $49. 83 million. 	 Like the CSM, these,
c _Y
costs are based onthe Information Subsystem reference costs.	 The CS
costs are greater than the CSM costs since more hardware is required for
the CS data processing, displays /controls, and communications assemblies.
The requirement for more hardware increases the DDT&E cost and produc-
tion costs. 	 However, the data processing and displays/controls DDT&E
reference costs has been reduced to reflect the utilization of 65-percent
existing hardware and communications the 50-percent existing hardware.
A total Guidance and Navigation Subsystem (G&NS) cost is $25. 39 million.
+ Y The G&NS is located on the CS but the Reaction Control Subsystem. (RCS) is
located on booms remote from the CS.
	
The G&NS is composed of the optical
reference, inertial reference, and RCS electronicsassemblies and the
software required for these assemblies.
	
The costs are based on G&NS refer-
ence costs.	 Many of the items are off-the-shelf Orbiter components which
,.; the DDT&E cost significantly.	 everal'com ponents shown n thereduces	 g	 .	 S	 	  i_ ^
reference costs are not required which reduces both the DDT&E and produc-
tion costs.
The total Crew Habitability Subsystem (CHS) cost is $7. 05 million. 	 These
costs are obtained from several sources.	 The CHS-is a very austere sub- s
system.
	
For example: sponge baths replace showers; food will be of the







dwill not have to be stored for great lengths of time-; due to frequent shuttle k
orbiter visits.
	
For food management the oven and reconstituion unit are the U.
most significant item.
	
In the hygiene assembly the number of items are
greatly reduced, such as the requirements for sinks and housekeeping items.'
Furnishings are very austere. 	 Food management and hygiene -costs are
reduced Phase B MSS Crew Habitability assembly costs. 	 The remaining
costs are reduced Phase B MSS SM-1 costs. 	 These costs are obtained' f
according to engineering estimates,
^;	 A
Adding the engineering support cost of $78. 39 million to the subsystems
costs provides the total program cost of $240. 63 for the Construction Shack,
4. 2 MISSION HARDWARE
The Mission Hardware portion of this study consists of the hardware items
and special tooling used to complete a set of space objectives. 	 In Part III of
b
the study, these objectives, and the Mission Hardware, are divided into three
major groups.	 These groups are the Space Power Systems, the Earth s
Services items and the Space Processing and Science items.	 Figure 4-7 fi
shows these groups and the specific projects that are included in each of the
three groups.
Each of the projects contains not only the. end product itself; such as the TA-1
r
antenna, but also the special in-space tooling and equipment required by the
project,	 Specifically, _this includes such items as the 1 meter composite '
beam fabrication machine required with the Power Platform, the special f
pallet-fixture required with the TA-1 antenna and the strongback extension e ,;
required with the 100 meter radiometer. 	 When special tooling is used for
more than one project, it is charged to the first usage. 	 The detail cost " ; L'
printout (see Section 6) lists the tooling for each project and shows zero cost'
if the tooling is available from another proj ect or is GFE, _': ?
In addition to the end product and special tooling, the cost of each project
'	 us free' flyer —p	 s the item
 to be an autonomoincludes he hardware that ermits
if it exists in such a configuration; 	 Table 4-4A indicates which mission }
{ hardware has free flight capability.	 For purposes of this study, these free
flight support systems were one of two types depending on the accuracy of they
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Figure 4-7. Mission Hardware
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TYPE OF FREE FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM
Project










Space Processing Deveopment Lab 	 None
The Beam Measuring Satellites are a unique category of mission hardware. {	 ''
These are special, free flying hardware items used to measure the intensity
of the fields radiated by the various antennas. 	 There are two satellites used
in the program.
	
One satellite is a modification of the Multi-Mission Module
hardware developed in another program.	 The basic hardware is as.--Limed to {
be GFE but the costs associated with modifying and adding to the equipment is
to meet the requirements of this program, a total of $18, 49 million is included _.	 a
in the costs charged to this program. 	 This satellite, the BMS-QC (small)
is used with the TA-1, and TA-2 antennas, the 30M and 100M radiometer,
and the 27M Multi-Beam Lens. t
The second satellite was estimated to be based on the Multi-Mission Module !,.
technology and is a larger _unit constructed in space.' 	 This unit, whose total
program cost isestimated to be $93, 17 million is used only with the TA-1'
and TA-2 antennas.
4. 2. 1 Space Power Systems	 1
I
The cost of the Space Power Systems (WBS', 1X-300-10) is $695.00 million,
It is composed of five mission hardware elements: the Power Platform
project (WBS 1X-300-10-01) is $165. 56 million,; the TA-1 Antenna project
(WBS 1X-300-10-02) is $285. 77 million, the TA-2 Antenna project (WBS 1X-
300-10-03) is $132, 01 million, the Small Beam Mapping Satellite (WBS 1X- 	 Y





H(GFE) and the 360 meter Beam Measuring Satellite (WBS 1X-300-lQ-05) is
	





I	 ,. the hardware, the first use tooling and the engineering support. Any special",
tooling that is used for more than one project is charges to the project that
uses it first. The detail cost printouts in Section 6 list all the special tooling
"
	




4. 2. 1. 1 Power Platform and RCS Package
The total program cost for the Power Platform and RCS_ Package (WBS 1X-
300-10-01) with a breakdown by components, total system and component
weights, dimensions and area is shown in Figure 4-8.
	 Table 4-5 describes
t the power platform- on NASA Form B. 	 i
The costing approach for the power platform is based on an orbital construe-b	 PP	 P	 P	 1
{	 j
tion concept definition of fabricating and assembling the components in space,
The assembly fixture not only aligns the longerons while thewer platformP 
w g	 becomes part of the power platform structure onceis bean	 made but also 
the construction of the platform is completed.	 The assembly fixture is made	 ii, of the following items: 	 suppor	 channel., _ berthing port, 1-axis gimbal, astro- 	 j
mast and attachments. 	 All the above iieYns are made of aluminum and, SN-B
simple adapter CERs used to calculate DDT&E and production costs for the
support channel, astromast and attachments. 	 The berthing port costs are
calculated the same as they were on the power module.
	 SIV-B skin/ring-
stringer CERs were used on the 1-axis gimbal,' 	 r
i The costing approach for the electrical power subsystem is based on MDAC,
I ; Phase B electrical power costs and power module electrical power costs.
C The total electrical power cost calculated was split 25-75 between the poweri x
platform and the TA-2 antenna.
Adding the engineering support cost of $47. 24 million to the power module
ahardware cost provides a total program cost of $138. 80 million for the
power platform.
(	 1 v. 37
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Figure 4-8. Power Platform and RCS Package
CHARACTER I STI CS:
WEI GHT
TOTAL	 10, 557 KG 123, 274 1.13)
POWER	 8, 489 KG 118, 714 LBI
PLATFORM
RCS 1,347 KG l3, 029 LB)
D I MENS I ONS - POWER
PLATFORM
W I DTH	 28 M (92 FT)
HEIGHT	 1 M (3.3 FT)
LENGTH	 149 M (489 FT)
AREA -BLANKET 3, 576 M 2
 (38, 492 FT^
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^. Table 4-5c
POWER PLATFORM AND RCS PACKAGE
DATA FORM B
c (FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY IN SPACE)
c
-n WBS Quantity or Units
l Identification No, 	 WBS Identification Vabie of Measure Characteristics Notes
Hardware
Structure/Mechanical
Longerons 1, 880(4, 144) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Q = 4, Production -quantity = 4 and labor complexity factor applied,
Cross Beams 346(763) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Q = 5.	 Production-quantity = 5 and labor complexity factor applied.
Attachments 22(49) kg (lb) wt
Assembly Fixture
Supt Channel 1, 194(2, 500) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Berthing Port 100(220) kg (lb) wt DDT&E-engineering judgment, 	 Production-SIV-B simple adapter CER.
( 1-Axis Gimbal 313(689) kg (lb) wt SIV-B skin/ring/stringer CERs.
Astromast 243(536) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs. 8W
Solar Cell Attacks 705(1.., 554) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Electrical' Power
Solar Cells 3, 576(38, 492) mZ (ft 2 ) Area DDT &E -engineering judgment. Production- MDAC
estimate x area.
Batteries 6, 240(13, 757) kg (lb) wt Bused on 38 kw power module costs -DDT&E-
adjusted by 0, 50 x 0. 25. 	 Production -adjusted
by weight x 0. 25.
`,- Regulators 604(1, 332) kg (lb) wt Based on 38 kw power module. 	 Cost -adjusted by
weight x 0. 25.
Chargers Based on 38 kw power module. 	 Cost-Production - adjusted by weight x 0. 25,9
Converters Same as chargers.
Switches Same as chargers. y
RCS Package
Structure/ Mechanical 1, 085(2, 397.) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Qty = 4 NLC.
Electrical Power' 8(18) kg (lb) wt V/M S/C power distribution CERs.
Propulsion/RCS 281(619) kg (lb) wt V/M S/C attitude control CERs,
i
. ,.......^„y...,..>es.... ,,...r,.	 ...	 ..,,,,,.,,-.,,..>s.d^ 	 .,-....v...,.....,.e.R_.,.—.,.,.^»t^.,•,.,...yU........w.•..... ._,_...^:.a.....a^.J 	 ..,v..	 .M.-.,
v
The total program cost for the RCS package is $26, 77 million, The RCS
package is composed of the following subsystems: structure/ mechanical,
electrical power and propulsion/RCS. SIV-B simple adapter CERs were used
to calculate the DDT&E and production costs for the structure/ mechanical
subsystem and unmanned spacecraft CERs for the electrical power (distribu-
tion) and propulsion/RCS subsystems,
Combining the costs, the total program cost for the power platform and RCS
package is $165. 56 million,
4, 2. 1, 2	 Test Article 1 Antenna
The total program cost for Test Article 1 (WBS .1X-300-10-02) with a break-
down by components, total system and component weights, antenna dimensions
and solar array area is shown in Figure 4-9,	 Table 4-6 describes the TA-1
on NASA Form B.
The costing approach for Test Article 1 is based on an orbital construction
concept definition of deploying and assembling the components in space. i
The cost including DDT&E and ground production for the antenna hardware is
$29, 38 million, 	 The antenna hardware is composed of the following subsys-
tems: structure /mechanical,, EC/LS and information.	 The structure/
mechanical subsystem is constructed from 15 deployable sections and many
panel leveling devices.	 The deployable sections are made from graphite/
polymide composite material while the panel leveling devices are made from
aluminum	 SIV-,B simple adapter CERs are used on both components to
calculate the DDT&E and production costs with the composite complexity
factor applied to the deployable sections production CER and a 90 percent
learning' curve applied to the panel leveling devices production CER, 	 The
EC/LS subsystem is passive and the unmanned spacecraft thermal control
CERs are usE4 to calculate the DDT&E and production costs. 	 The information
(telemetry) subsystem is composed of microwave components (aplitrons,
waveguide panels, phase control electronics and waveg-aide phase shifter) and t
DDT&E and production costs are based on Raytheon estimates,
4 Y
Adding the engineering support cost of $13. 33 million provides a total -pro-
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Figure 4-9. Test Article 1
oTable 4-6
TEST ARTICLE 1 ANTENNA. AND EQUIPMENT
m
r	 DATA FORM B




WBS	 Quantity' or	 Units
Identification No,	 WBS`Identification	 Value	 of Measure	 Characteristics	 Notes
Antenna Hardware
Structure/ Mechanical 	 G
Sections and Display	 810(1, 785)	 ?.g (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 15,
Mech	 C	 Production — Quantity = 15 and composite complexity
factor applied.
Panel Level Devices	 195(425)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 60, Production — 901.
G	 learning curve apld. 	
{
EC/IS	 80(176)-	 kg (lb)	 wt	 VIM 8 /C thermal control CERs.
Information (Telemetry) 	 Based on Rayflieon Estimate, 	 j
Pallet {
N Structure/ Mechanical
Work Platform	 332(733)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter: CERs,
Shim Web	 173(382)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Ribs	 208(458)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SlV-B simple adapter CERs, 	 !
r
r	 Track	 45(100)	 kg. (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapts CERs.
Attachments	 114(251)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Berthing Port	 100(220)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 DDT&E— engineering judgment, Production — SIV-B
simple adapter CERs.	 i
Full Flt Supt System
} Structure/ Mechanical
Shell	 1, 031(2, 273)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Attachments	 52(115)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
EC/LS	 46(101)	 kg (1b)	 wt	 V/ M. 	 environmental control CERs.
Electrical Power	 Based on 38 kw power module — 38 kw costs —
radiator.
Propulsion/RCS	 84(185)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 VIM SIC attitude control CERs.
Guidance and Control	 371(317)	 kg (1.6)	 wt	 VIM SIC GNSC CERs.








The total program cost for the supplies pallet (WBS 1X-300-10-02-03) is
$19. 38, million,	 The pallet is made of the following parts:	 work platform,
shear web, ribs, track, attachments and berthing port.
	 SIV-'B simple adapter
" CERs are used to calculate all the DDT&E and production costs equal the
berthing port DDT&E cost which was estimated to be very small since many
berthing ports are utilized in this study.
The total program cost for the free flight support system (WBS 1X-300-10-
w 02-04) is $223.68 million, 	 The free flight support system for TA-1 is com-
-posed of three subsystems: 	 structure/mechanical, EC /LS and information
(telemetry).	 The structure/ mechanical subsystem is made of a shell and, its
attachments.	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs a-re used to calculate the DDT&E
and production costs.
	
The two other subsystems and unmanned spacecraft
CERs to calculate the DDT&E and production costs.
The total program cost for Test Article 1 project is equal to $285, 77 million.i
4. 2. 1. 3	 Test Article 2 Antenna
The total program cost for Test Article 2 (WBS 1X-300-10-03) with a break-
down by components, total ,system and components weights and antenna area
is shown in Figure	 4-10.	 Table 4-7 describes the TA-2 on NASA Form B.` 
The costing approach for Test Article2 antenna is based on an orbital con-
struction concept definition of deploying and assembling the components in
space.
• The cost including DDT&E and production for the antenna hardware (WBS 1X-
300-10-03-01) is $86. 12 million..
	
The antenna hardware is composed of the
following subsystems:	 structure/mechanical, EC/LS, electrical power,
r :+" propulsion/RCS and information (telemetry). 	 The structure/mechanicalq
subsystem is constructed from three deployable sections and many panel
leveling devices on a foldout pallet. 	 The deployable sections are made from
graphite/polymide composite material while the panel leveling devices are
made from aluminum. 	 As with TA-1 SIV-B simple adapter CERs are used
on both components to calculate the DDT&E and production costs with the
f_
composite com lexia	 factor applied to the deployable sections productionP	 P	 y	 PP
+ 43













COST: CHARACTER I STI C S:
ANTENNA HARDWARE $ 86.12 WEIGHT
ENGINEERING SUPPORT 33.32 TOTAL 11, 306 KG (24, 925 LB)
' SUBTOTAL $119.44  PALLET 450 KG (991 LB)
PALLET 12. 57 DIMENSIONS `
-	 - HEIGHT 3.3 M (10.8 FT)
TOTAL PROGRAM $132.01 WI DTH 9.0 M (29.5 FT)
LENGTH 14.4 M (47.2 FT)
AREA-ANTENNA 129.6 M 2
 (1, 395 FT2)





r	 C	 G	 t'	 n
o	 Table 4-7
o	 ,
?	 TA-2 ANTENNA AND EQUIPMENT
m
DATA FORM B
c	 (ANTENNA H/W AND SUPPLIES PALLET) (DEPLOY AND ASSEMBLE IN SPACE)
WBS	 Quantity or	 Units




5	 Antenna	 438(996)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 3. Production -
composite complexity factors applied,
Panel Level Device	 126(278)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 DDT&E—engineering, judgment, Production—SIV-B
simple adapter CER. Composite complexity factor
applied.
	
'	 Rotary (3 axis)	 625(1, 378)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B skin/ring/stringer CERs x Z.
Berthing Port	 100(220)	 kg (16)	 wt	 DDT&E — engineering judgment. Production — SIV-B
	
t	 simple adapter CERs.
Foldout Pallet 1
	(ti	 A	 "T" Section Track	 103(228)	 kg, (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapt._r CERs — Q = 2.
	
" Section 'Track	 103(228)	 kg (lb)	 wt 	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
	
Section Track	 79(175)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
Cross Beams	 241(532)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 20, Production — 9070learning curve applied.
Attachments	 132(291)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B skin/ring/stringer CERs,
Docking Port 	 100(220)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B skin/ring/stringer CERs.
	
z^	 Misc Support 	 76(168)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.
u EC/IS	 188(414)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 V/M;S/C Environmental control CERs,
Electrical Power	 Same as 100 kw Power Platform Electrical Power(Battery, Regulators,	 costs x 3.
Chargers, Converters,
Switch e s)
Propulsion/RCS	 23(50)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 V/M S/C attitude control CERs.
Information (telemetry)	 Same as TA-1 Antenna IT/W.
Supplies Pallet
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CER and a 90 percent learning curve applied to the panel leveling devices
production CER. The foldout pallet not only helps deploy the antenna struc-
ture but also becomes part of the antenna support structure once the con-
struction of the antenna is completed. The foldout pallet is made of the
following pieces: I 'T, 11 "square" and "rectangular" shaped tioacks, cross
beams, attachments, miscellaneous support and docking port. All of the
above pieces are made of aluminum with SIV-B simple adapter CERs used
to calculate DDT&E and production costs except for attachments and the
docking port. SIV-B skin/ring/shifter CERs are used to calculate DDT&E,
and production costs for these two items. A 90 percent learning curve was
a—lied to the nroduction CER of the cross beams.
The EC/LS and. production/RCS subsystems are very similar to the sub-
system used on TA-1 with unmanned spacecraft CERs being applied to calcu-
late the DDT&E and production costs. The electrical power subsystem is
equal to 3/4 of the cost of the electrical power subsystem for the power plat-
form. Since only 1/4 of that cost was assigned to the power platform, the
3/4 is assigned to the TA-2 antenna. The information (telemetry) subsystem
is the same as used on the TA-1 antenna hardware.
Adding the engineering support cost of $33. 32 million for the antenna pro-
vides the total program cost of-$119.44-for the TA-2 antenna only.
The total program cost for the supplies pallet (WBS IX-300-10-03-03) is
$12. 57 million. The pallet is the same as the foldout pal-let as the TA-1
pallet except the tracks and docking port have been deleted..
The total program cost for Test Article 2 antenna project is equal to
$132. 01 million.
4. Z. 1, 4 Beam Mapping Satellites (BMS),
The total pro gram cost with a breakdown for the Small (WBS IX-300-10-04) J
and 360M BMS (WBS 1X-300-10 z-05) and component weights is shown in Fig-rn
fl
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SMALL BMS	 1,000 KG (2,205 L B)
360 M BMS	 2,748 KG (6,058 LB)
CLOSED LOOP BMS (BMS-C)




h DATA FORM B




Identification No. 	 WBS Identification	 Value of Measure	 Characteristics Notes




r' Structure / Mechanical Based on power platform — t






0. 20 x total cost.
Information (telemetry) Engineering and cost analyst judgment, d
Full Flt Supt System	 1 set
Electrical Power Based on power module — Engineering judgment, jI
Guidance and Control Based on power module.
i
RGS Based on power module.
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The costing approach used for the small BMS is based on engineering
judgment. The costing approach used for the 360 meter BMS is based on
an orbital construction concept definition of fabricating the corzponents on
the ground and assembling them in space.
The cost of modifying the Multi-Mission Module including DDT&E and produc-
tion for the small BMS is $13, 65 million. The cost estimate is based on
engineering judgment, Adding the Engineering_ Support cost of $4. 84 million
provides the total program cost of $18, 49 million,
The 360M BMS is composed of two parts: hardware and full flight support
system. The total base cost for the hardware is $24, 32 million, The `hard
;ware component contains two subsystems: structure/m.echanical and infor-
mation, (telemetry). The structure/ mechanical subsystem cost is based on
the power platform DDT&E cost set at 50 percent of the power platform
DDT&E cost and the production cost set at 10 percent of the poue r platform
production cost. The information (telemetry) subsystem cost is based on
engineering judgment.
Adding the engineering support cost of$11, 15 million provides the total pro
gram cost of $35,47 for the 360 BMS with its free flight support system;
The total program cost of the full flight support system is $57, 69 million,
The full flight_ support system is composed of t 3ae following subsystems
'
	
	 electrical power, guidance and control, propulsion /R CS. and information
(telemetry). The cost of these subsystems is based on the power module.
The total program cost of the 360 BMS is $9 3 , 17 million,
Y	 The total program cost for the beam mapping satellites is equal to $111. 66
(18. 49 	 9 3 , 17) million,
`	 4,;2, 2 Earth Services-
.
The total cost of the Earth Services group (WBS 1X-300-20) is $819, 50_
3	 million, It is composed of three projects: the 30 meter Radiometer (WBS
IX-300-20-01) costing $239, 68 million, the 100 meter Radiometer (WBS
fill
r	 1X-300-20 -02) costing $299, 15 million and the 27 meter Multi-Beam Lens
j	 49
_ _ {	 MCOOWNELL OOUGLA^
w!'^
it	 •-	 ,_	 ^ '
(WBS 1X-300-20-03) costing $280. 6 million. 	 These costs include the end
item itself, the required, special tooling and the engineering support. 	 They
do not include the prorata part of the management and integration or the €
ti'launch and flight operations,
4. Z. Z. 1	 30 Meter Radiometer
a
The total program cost for the 30 Meter Radiometer (WBS'1X-300-20-01)
with a breakdown by components, total system and module weights and array_
area is shown on Figure 4-12.	 Table 4-9 describes the 30 Meter Radiometer
on NASA Form B.
i a
The costing approach for the 30m radiometer is based on an orbital con-
struction concept definition of fabricating the components on the ground and




is, $80. 60The cost includin DDT &E and	 und,for the hardware Yp
million.	 The hardware is composed entirely of structure,- the parts being: f
antenna shell, support structure, wheel and counterbalance, berthing port
and module.	 The antenna shell is composed of 15 panels made of graphite/ ,•
epoxy composite material and covered with a silver sprayed surface, 	 SIV-B 4	 1
simple adapter CERs are used to calculate the DDT&E and production costs
with a composite complexity factor and 90 percent learning curve factor
applied to the production CER. }
The support structure is composed of the most, 3-cross beams, 2-15m
frames, 2-7. 34m frames and longeron.	 The wall is made of aluminum while
the : rest of the components are made of graphite/epoxy composite material. T	 r	 1
SIV-B simple adapter CERs are selected to calculate the DDT&E and pro-
duction costs with a composite complexity factor applied to the production
C ER.
The wheel and counterbalance is composed of the wheel assembly and counter- #	 €	 y,
mass. Both components are made of aluminum and SIV-B simple adapter
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40M mu.	 -- -




$ 37.45	 TOTAL	 23,159 KG (51, 057 LB)





$121.64	 LENGTH	 6.2 M (20.3 FTl
	
_	 D I AMETER	 4.3 M (14.1 FT)
TOTAL PROGRAM	 $239.69	 AREA-ARRAY	 1000 M 2 (10.764)FT21







0 30 METER RADIOMETER PROJECT
2
DATA FORM B
o	 (FABRICATION ON GROUND, ASSEMBLY IN SPACE)
r
WBS	 Quantity or	 Units
Identification No,
	
WBS Identification	 Value	 of Measure	 Characteristics	 Notes
Hardware
Structure/ Mechanical
Antenna Shell	 5, 816(12, 821)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Q = 15, Production 901a 	 -^
learning curve and composite complexity factor applied.
Mast	 696(1, 535)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs,
Cross Beams	 1, 045(2, 303) 	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs —Q = 3, Production
composite complexity factor applied.
15m Frame Assy
	
1, 258(2, 744)	 kg (lb)
	
wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Q = 2, Production —
t'
	composite co plexity factor applied,
7.34m Frame Assy
	
620 ( 1, 312)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 Same as 15m frame assembly,
'Longeron	 777(1, 713)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs —Production composite
It7`11	 complexity factor applied,
Wheel Assembly 	 2, 134 (4, 705)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SN-B simple adapter CERs.
Countermass	 214(471)	 kg (lb)	 •wt	 SIV-B simple adapter CERs.




454 (1, 001)	 kg (lb)	 wt	 SN-B simple adapter CERs,
Free Flight Supt Sys
13C/IS	 Based on 38 kw power module, }
Electrical Power	 DDT&E Total x 0, 5,







TThe control module including the berthing port contains the full flight
support system. SIV-B simple adapter CERs are used to calculate the
module base costs and the procedure described in power module to calculate
1("sl	 the berthing port base cost.
A:x
	
	 Adding the engineering support cost of $37. 45 million provides a total pro-
gram cost of $118, 05 million for the 30 meter unit only.
The total program cost of the free fli ght support system (WBS 1X-300-20-01-
	
R	 04) is $121, 64 million, The free flight support system is composed of five
subsystems: EC/LS, 'electrical power, guidance and control, propulsion/
RCS and information (telemetry). Case costs for these subsystems are
based on the power module; thus, DDT&E and production costs are set equal
to the full flight support system for the power module with the DDTB E cost
reduced by 50 percent due to commonality.
The total program cost for the 30 meter radiometer project is $239, 69
million.
4, 2. 2, 2 100 Meter Radiometer
The total program cost for the 100m Radiometer (WBS 1X-300-20-02) with a
breakdown by components, total system weight, tooling weight and module
weight is shown in Figure 4-13, Table 4-10 describes the 100m Radiometer
on NASA Form C.
The costing approach for the 100m radiometer is basedon an orbital con-
struction concept definition of fabricating the components on the ground and
	
-	 assembling them in space.
The cost including DDT&E and ground production for the hardware is $76 92
million, The hardware cost is based on the 30m radiometer design with the
DDT&E cost set equal to 50 percent of the 30m radiometer DDT &E cost.
The production cost was >calculated using the 'same structural' pieces and




Add the engineering -support cost of $45, 28 million provides the total program










i	 (TYP 13 PLACES)
r	 ELECTRONIC SCANNING SYSTEM	 SUPPORT BEACON



























36,069 KG (79,519 LB)
1,630 KG (3,594 LB)
9 M (29.5 FT)
4.4 M (29.5 FTI
1,000 M 2 (10,764 FT2)




x	 100-METER RADIOMETER PROJECTx
mE . 
r	 DATA FORM B
c	 (FABRICATION ON GROUND, ASSEMBLY IN SPACE)W	 ^
C;
	+ WBS -	 Quantity or	 Units
'	 Wrttificetion No,.	 WBS Identification	 Value	 of Measure Characteristics	 Notes
Hardware
Structure / Mechanical	 Based on 30m Radiometer — Total n 0. 50.
i^3 ' ,	 -	 DDT&E
Production
9	 Antenna Shell 15, 510(34, 193) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs - Q = 15. Production — 90%
learning curve and labor complexity factor and-com-
posi.te complexity factor applied.
' Mast 1, 857(4, 093) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Production - labor
complexity factor applied.	 -
Supt Beams 3, 715(8, 191) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 4. 	 Production — 90%
learning curve, composite complexity factor applied.
Frame 3, 320 ( 7, 320) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter- CERs -- Q = 2;	 Production - 90%
e	 ,' tJt learning carve, composite complexity factor and labor
complexity factor applied.
,Longeron 2,072(4,567) kg (lb) wt SIV-B -simple adapter CERs —Production — composite
complexity factor and labor complexity factor applied.
Wheel Assy 5, 691 ( 12, 546) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Production —labor
complexity factor applied.
' Co mtermass _ 568(1, 252) lcg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs —Production-labor
complexity factor applied.
y
' Berthing Port 100 ( 220) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CER.
Structural Extension
Structure/ Mechanical
Beam 1, 400(3, 086) kg (lb) wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = Z.
Hinge 230 (507) kg (lb) wt Based on turntable. 	 DDT&E — Total - 2.
Free Flight Supt System
Structure / Mechanical Based on TA- 1 antenna.
EC/LS DDT&E= Total x 0. 5.







The total program cost for the strongback extension is $8. 21 million. 	 The
strongback extension is composed of an assembly beam and a hinge
mechanism.
	
The assembly beam cost is based on the strongback.	 The hinge
mechanism cost was based on the indexing turntable.
The total production cost of the free flight support system is estimated at
3t
$168. 75 million.	 The free flight support system is composed of the follow- 1?
in	 subsystems:	 structure/mechanical EC /LS	 electrical	 ower, propulsion/g	 Y	 ^	 P	 P	 P ^•
RCS, guidance and control and information (telemetry). 	 The base cost for i
the above subsystems is based on the TA-1 antenna full flight support sys-
tem with the DDT&E portion set at 50 percent of the TA-1 antenna DDT&E
cost.
The total program. cost for the 100 meter radiometer project is $299. 15.
4
j^
4. 2. 2. 3 27 Meter Multi-Beam Lens (MBL)'
The total program cost for the 27 meter Multi-Beam Lens (WBS 1X-300-20-
03) with a breakdown by components, total system weight and module weight
is shown in Figure 4-14,	 Table 4-1°l describes the 27 meter MBL on NASA
Form B.
The costing, approach for the 27m MBL, is based on an orbital construction
concept definition of fabricating the components on the ground and assembling
them in space.
The cost including DDT&E and ground production for the hardware (WBS 1X-
300-20-03-01) is $69. 06 million. 	 The hardware component is made entirely`
of structural/ mechanical subsystems, the parts being: lens, truss beams,
module and berthing port. 	 The lens is composed of 27 honeycomb panels
°made of graphite/epoxy composite material support structure and fall sheets
containing 600, 000 elements.	 STV-B simple adapter CERs are used to cal- 3
culate the DDT&E and production costs with a composite complexity factor
and 90 percent learning curve factor applied to the production CER.
56 {
th








Figure 4-14. 77 Meter Multi Beam Lem
CHARACTERISTICS:
$ 69.06 WE I G HT
42.86 TOTAL 29, 417 K G (64, 853 L B)
FREE FLIGHT 1, 606 KG (3,541 LB)
SUPPORT
$112.92 DIMENSIONS
DIAMETER 3.7 M (12.0 FT)
$168. 75 HEIGHT 4.0 M (13.1 FT)





i 27M MULTI -BEAM LENS PROJECT
a
DATA FORM B
(FABRICATION ON GROUND, ASSEMBLY IN SPACE)
Ct	 WBS Quantity or Units Notes {
' y a\	 Identification No,y WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristics d
Hardware
Structure/ Mechanical
Lens 26, 649(5$, 750) kg (lb)	 wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 27, P`roduction — 90010learning curve and composite complexity factor applied,
Truss Beams 835(1, 840) kg (1b)	 wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs — Q = 3,	 Production —
composite complexity factor applied.
Module 227(500) kg (1b)	 wt SIV-B simple adapter CERs,
Berthing Port 100(220) kg (lb)	 wt D:DTtxE—engineering judgment, 	 Production-5IV-B
;
simple adapter CER.
e Fisee Flight Supt System
Structure/Mechanical Based on TA-1 Antenna, ']^
EMS I)DTtxE - Total x 0. 5.
i - Electrical Power Production — Total,
Propulsion/RCS
Guidance and Control J
r' Information (telemetry) 1
F
t
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Three one-meter triangular truss beams are made of graphite/epoxy
composite material and also use SIV-B simple adapter CERs with a com-
posite complexity factor applied to the production CER. The module and
berthing port are standard designs with SIV-B simple adapter CERs and
engineering judgment used to calculate DDT&E and production costs.
Adding the engineering support cost of $42. 86 million provides a total pro-
::	 gram cost of $118. 05 for the 27 meter unit only.
	
a
The total program cost of the free flight support system (WBS 1X-300-20-
03-04) is $168. 75 million. The cost of the free flight support system is
a
ti
based on the TA-1 antenna. free flight support system with the DDT&E cost
reduced by 50 percent for commonality. r
a,
The total program cost for the 27 meter multi-beam lens project is
n	 $280. 67 million.
L 4.2. 3 Space Processing and Science
r	 The Space Processing and Science group (WBS 1X-300- =30) is composed of
two projects, the Spacelab (WBS 1X-300-30-01) which is assumed to be GFE
and the Space Processing Engineering Development Facility (WBS 1X-300-
30-02).
The total program cost, assembly costs, and a profile view of the SPEDF
f-
r ;	 are shown in,, Figure 4-15. Table 4-12 describes the SPEDF on NASA
Form B.
Each of the subsystems, especially in the Information and Communications
LL Subsystem,, contain a maximum number of off-the-shelf type assemblies,
E f	 subassemblies, and components. Maximum use has been made of off-the-
shelf type items from the Orbiter, as well as from other programs. This
permits a large reduction in DDT&E costs since these costs reflect the
advantage of considering previous design and development effort. Cost
























CHARACTER I STI C S:
OVERALL LENGTH = 9 M (29.5 FEET)
TOTAL WEIGHT
	 = 9570 KG (21, 100 LB)
Figure 4 15. Space Processing Engineering Development Facilities
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o Table 4-12 (Page 1 of 2)a
{# SPACE PROCESSING ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
DATA FORM B
o
WBS Quantity or Units
'Identification No, WBS Identification Value of Measure	 Characteristics Notes
SPEDF
Structure / Mechanical
j • Primary 9(29.5) in (ft)	 Length Based on Phase B MSS Control Center Map (CC No, 2)
DDT&E and production costs and adjusted for an
increase in length.
• Secondary 9(Z9-5) m (ft)	 Length Same logic as for primary,)
' • Shield 9(29.5) n  (ft)	 Length Same logic as for primary.
a Berthing 2 Units Based on Phase B MSS CC No. 2 reference costs
DDT&E and production costs remain unaltered.
1
• Airlock 1 Each	 2 Man Based on Part 2 Airlock costs. 	 DDT&E costs adjusted
for previous design impact. 	 DDT&E and production
costs adjusted for smaller size of SPEDF airlock. Y
a Storage 1 Set DDT&E and production costs derived using volume 4
t
as a cost parameter and Spacelab cabinet costs as a
reference. E
3u a Subsystems Cabinet 1 Set Based on Spacelab Double Rack DDT&E and production




• Atmosphere Control 1 Set	 7 Man Same logic as for CS atmosphere control, r
• Thermal Control Same logic as for CS thermal control.; 4
s Additional Thermal Based on Phase B Freon Loop reference costs.
Control Loop DDT&E and production costs remain unaltered. 1!	 j
Electrical Power
•- Distribution, Wiring, 1 Set	 30 kw Based on Phase B MSSSM - 1 costs,	 DDT&E and
Misc production costs remain unaltered,
Information
• Data t rocessing l Set Same logic as for SCM data processing,
• Controls /Displays Same logic as for SCM displays /controls,




oTable 4-12 (Page 2 of 2)
SPACE PROCESSING ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
DATA FORM B'
'nIA	 WBS	 Quantity or	 Units
Identification No.	 WBS Identification 	 V::iue	 of Measure	 Characteristics	 Notes
Equipment (MDAC)	 1	 Set
• Facility Control Equip.
Power Conditioning	 Unmanned spacecraft CER s.
r. j	 — Thermal Control	 Unmanned spacecraft CER's.
Data Acquisition	 Cost Analyst/engineering estimate. 	 ^!
^.	 Assembly
— Process Control	 Cost Analyst/ engineering estimate.
Assy
E	 — Master Control Assy	 Cost Analyst/ engineering estimate
co	
— Processing Work	 Spacelab Analytical Work Station cost
N	
Stat.
Equipment (GFE)	 1	 Set	 Costs for equipment not included. Costs are
approximated so that integration costs may
 be obtained.
• Primate Holding	 Spacelab primate bolding facility costs.
Facility
I
• Snnall Vertebrate 	 Spacelab small vertebrate holding facility 	 f
Holding. Facility 	 costs.
k	 • General Experiments 1	 Each	 Spacelab general experiments and surgical




• Biological Processing	 Built-up costs using Spacelab co!.nponents
Facility Equipment 	 costs.
r	 • Crew Status	 1	 Set	 L]:gineering estimate.
I,{	 l
• Emergency Equipment 1 	 Set	 Engineering estimate.	 ar'	 a






The total subsystem cost for the SPEDF, for both DDT&E and production is
$99. 21 million,
r,
The structural/ mechanical subsystem (S/MS cost is $22.05 million.	 The
primary and secondary structure, shield, berthing costs are based on theCD
Phase B MSS Control Center No. 2 (CC No. 2,) costs. 	 These costs assume
previous design and development and production of simi.l:ar SCM and C5
structures.	 The airlock costs are assumed the same as for the CS airlock.
The subsystem cabinet is very similar to the Spacelab Standard Rack in
both size and shape, so the standard rack costs are used. 	 All of the storage
structure is costed using the standard rack costs,_ with volume being the cost
y3 parameter.
'The total EC/LSS cost is $22. 65 million. 	 The atmosphere control and 	 j
thermal control assemblies for the CS and SPEDF are similar so that CS
X costs are used for both the SPEDF DDT&E and -production costs,	 An addi-
tional. high temperature thermal control assembly is required for the SPEDF.
t The reference costs for the freon loop have been used for both DDT&E and
production.
I"
' u The total EPS costs are $15. 10 million. 	 It is assumed that the requirements
for the Phase B MSS-SM-1 module are similar to the SPEDF requirements,
therefore, the SM-1 DDT&E and production costs are used.
The total	 formation Subsystem cost is 	 10 00 million	 This is a cost a'	 In	 	 	 ^	 $	 t
-Abased on comparison of the SCM and CS subsystems, with the SPEDF sub
I system,	 The SPEDF subsystem requires more components than does the
SCM, but less than the CS.	 Also the design and development on the SPEDF
will have been performed previously on the SCM and the SC so that SPEDF 	 4
'^ DDT&E costs are significantly small.	 The production costs are very close
to the SCM costs since the number and type of components are more
similar to the SCM than to the SC.
The Facility Control Equipment and the Processing Work Station are two
l	
r equipments that are used in support- ,of the experiments. 	 The Facility Con-












The Space Construction Base (Space Station Program) provides schedule
flexibility between the Shuttle-Tended and Continuously Manned modes of4
operation.	 This flexibility is depicted in the following typical schedules 1
and 2 (Figures 5-1 and 5-2).	 The decision of when to place the Construction
Shack in orbit would be based on funding considerations and the planned
buildup rate of mission activities.	 The program as scheduled would cost
less for Typical l schedule because of the extra Shuttle-Tended launches in
Typical 2 schedule, but this is highly dependent on ,a continuous mission
profile being assumed.	 The following groundrules and assumptions are made
for these schedules:
4 •	 ATP vIras assumed to be 1 October 1979, with the first launch at
start of January 1984.	 This 51 month development program is con-
on	 controlledsidered of nominal length based	 a combination of
funding buildup with utilization of existing hardware and gainedi
experience on previous programs and is therefore somewhat shorter
V ! than prior major programs.
For both schedules the Power Module free flyer is assumed to be
h C
built early and made available for the SCB Program.
s	 :
^
•	 The station buildup 	 n both schedules was based on a launch everp	 yI 30 days.	 The activity during Shuttle-Tended phase on Typical 2
schedule also required a launch every 30 days. 	 Once the station is 	 }
continuously manned, the required launches are reduced.
•"	 First priority on both schedules was given to Space Construction of
Space Power mission items with Space Processing started in 	 t
parallel as soon as the Construction Shack is available.
•	 Construction activity was based on constructing one objective ele-
F
ment at a time.	 Optimizing the use of the Space Construction module
c builds the objective elements in series with the initiation of testing
















Figure 5-1. SCB Program Scheaule (Typical 1)
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•	 Best usage of EVA time resulted in a two 10 hour shift operation
including 6 hours per shift of actual EVA time. g
•	 The Typical Program ends fiscal year 1988 but contains the capa-.
bility and flexibility for continuing. } l	 4=
The difference Between Typical l and Typical 2 schedules is;
•	 Construction Shack on Typical 2 is launched at a later time which
c
results in approximately two years of Shuttle-Tended operations,
This adds 17 additional launches until the Construction Shack is
available.
•	 The Spacelab is not shown on Typical 2 schedule because the Con-- 7P
struction Shack is launched only 30 days prior to the SPDF Process -
-ing and Science Module which has greater capability, 	 In Typical 1
schedule Spacelab is operated, during the period prior to SPEDF
















DETAIL COST ESTIMATE AND FUNDING DISTRIBUTION 	 A
This section contains the top level funding distribution for the typical
schedules discussed in Section -5, and the detail cost and funding distribution
on NASA Form A and C respectively,
a
6, 1 FUNDING FOR TYPICAL SCHEDULES
The typical program developed in this Part III of this study schedules the
Construction Shack to be launched early in the program. Figure 6-1 is a
graph of the total program annual funding distribution and Figure 6-2 is a
graph of the cumulative program funding for the early deployment of the
Construction Shack,
A first cut look at the cost and funding impact of delaying the deployment of
the Construction Shack two years is shown in Figures 6 -3 and 6-4. In deriv-
ing this estimate it was assumed that the delay in producing the Shack hard-
ware would shift the funding requirements but would not change the total cost-
of shack. The funding for the„engineering support wasalso shifted to
reflect a change in the duration and level of effort of these costs. It was
similarly assumed the total support cost would not change. The increase
in total program cost from $3, 150 million to $3, 456 million reflects the
16 additional logistics flights required to support the crew directly from
the Orbiter,
(Note; Only 16 additional flights are required since the Spacelab launch
became the other logistic flight. )
Comparing the two annual funding curves, delaying the ,Construction _Shack
for two years provides a total funding decrease of $171 million or 20 percent
during the first 4 years of the program. After 4 years the annual funding
increases and early in 1984 the total program cost becomes greater and
grows to a total increase of $306 million by the end of the program,













































GFY 1579 1980 19F_'1 1982 1993 1934 198t 1966 1987 1988 1%89 199C 1991 1992 1993 1994
DDT* F: 19 1 15 246 299 308 295 147 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U
PROD 0 3 42 105 105 145 271 217 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 U
OFFP 0 0 0 0 21 188 93 150 226 112 C 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 19 118 28P 4C4 434 628 511 394 243 112 0 0 0 0 0 0
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GF7 19 ?9 1988; 1	 1 19P2 196a 1984 1961 1 1-48E 1 +87	 19bB	 198^-- :ry C 1991 :912 199: 1594
DL7 • t 19 135 '80 680 987 1282 1429 1456 14`7 1467 1467 1457 146:7 14b7 1457 1457
PP01: 0 3 40'- 150 ?65 401 671 838 904	 504	 904 904 904 904 904 904
OFEF 0 0 C 0 21 210 302 4b? 678	 790	 79C 790 790 790 790 790
Z07AL 19 135 426 630 1264 1892 2403 2756 30:^9 31bO 3150 3150 3160 `150 3150 31bO
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G F7 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1981 1986 19[7 1988 15b9 19.7U 1 99 1 1991 1993 1994
DLT • F 17 88 174 273	 371	 349	 158 27 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
FPOD 0 3 37 68	 74	 184	 304 218 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OFEA 0 0 0 0	 21	 2E5	 ?;'Z 169 265 74 G 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 17 90 211 340	 467	 798	 764 414 %81 74 0 0 O 0 0 0
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GFY
	 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 198E 198 7 1948 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1984
111 . 1!	 17 104 279 tbl 922 1272 1429 1456 1457 145? 74t? 145 7 145? 1457 1457 14.`7
PROD	 0	 3	 40 108 '_82 *6 670 888 904 X04 904 904 :104 904 904 904
OF FI
	 0	 0	 0	 C	 21 186 589 758 1022 1096 1096 109t l Wt.. 1096 109E 1 C'96
707AL
	
17 107 t^18 C59 1125 1923 1688 Z!1C2 333-3 345C 345E 3456 3456 3456 :5456 3456
Figure fro. Typica; 2 — Cotutruction Shack Late Cumuleive Funding
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56. 2 DETAIL COST ESTIMATE
Table 6-1 is a computer printout of NASA Form A.	 It lists the costs of each -3
"NBS element by phase for the development, production and operations por-
ka
tions of the program.	 The identification number is the standard NASA con-
figuration where the first two digits indicate the phase represented by the
• item.	 A 11 10-" denotes the sum of all three phases; an 11 11 - 11 denotes the
development phase; a 11 12-, '' the production phase; a 11 13-, '' the operational
phase.	 The subsequent sets of digits classify the items in levels of ancreas- y4
ing detail.	 The column marked "T D" indicates, in months, the duration of
funding expenditures for the WBS element. 	 The column marked "TS" indi-
cates the number of months the funding starts before the program 'IOC date
(1 Sanua.ry 1.984 or the 4th month of fiscal 1984). 	 A negative number indi-
Cates the funding starts after IOC.	 The spread function indicates the type of N	 .;
funding distribution based on the standard NASA beta curve. 	 A 11 60 11  indicates r
the curve is skewed such that 60 percent of the total funds are expended at the ^^	 r
mid-point of the schedule (50 percent of the time has elapsed). 	 An I ' V I indi- r
cates a level of,funding over the entire time span of the element. 	 A "1" is a
special MDAC code indicating a linear buildup from the start of the funding
until the constant levelof effort funding occurs.	 The buildup duration for
WBS 11=100-30-01 was 21 months and for 12-100-30-01 was nine months.
_i.
The learning index indicates the slope of the learning curve used in calculat-
ing quantity costs. 	 In this study only one -unit of any element itemized in the
_
WBS was required.	 Therefore no learning.•curve was needed.	 Some of the
items have multiple units for some of its detail components. 	 When this was
` encountered, a 90 percent learning curve was utilized.
6.3 FUNDING DISTRIBUTION r
Table 6;-2 is the estimated annual funding distribution documented on NASA
Form. C.
	
The WBS number is the standard NASA configuration. 	 The columns
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NUMPER	 IDENTIFICATION LEVEL COST D S FUNCT,
11R i00"30-05"0U-00-nU-00 FACILITIkS 5 _	 5,80 39 1 60
11 p 1Ont-30-0 ,6"00-DO-00-00 LaGISTICS	 (SPARES 5 O,On n 0 0
11v100n30-07-00^00-00-00 LAUNCH O F NS 5 0'00 0 p 0I 11-lOf,v3^-pB-nOr00-0U"00 FLIGHT	 CPNS 5 0,100 0 G- 0
11-200.00-00-00*00-00-00 TRANSP	 S'YSTFIlS 3 ,DO G U 0 a
11" 2 00"10-00-0U-00_ nU -nO SHUTTLE/SCR 4 0201)
i1 M i.0U"2 U -00- 0 0-On-nO-00 SHU T TLE/MISSION H 4 000 p 0 0
11r?0nm30-00^00r00- 00 ^00 SHUTTLE/LOG
	 SUPP'T 4 0100 0 U 0
11"300-0U- 00 -n0-00-nU-0d MISSION	 HARDWARE ' 3 956,31 83 49 60
11* 3 00"10-00^n0-00-00-on SP A CE	 PclINER	 SYS 4 465,36 68 49 60
311 . 0n-i0-oi-nO R On-OU"oo PO'W E. R	PLATFORM 5 94 ,a4 45 29 60
11 " :Son"10-01-01-Un-g0 . 00 PWR	 PLT	 HAriq'^ARE
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	 1 0	 02	 00	 0D	 00	 00 TA -1	 ANTENNA 5 1§4,51 63 49 60
11-30npiU - 02
- nl - UO -0U-00 TA- 1 	ANT E NNA -HARD 6 18,42 45 49
11 - 3 00 r 1U - 02-62-00 - 00 - 00 TA-1ENGR SUPPORT
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10,18 45 49 60 ={
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11-300 . 30-00-00-00-QU-00 SPACE PROCESSING 4 0.05 45 F5 60
11-300130-01-00 . 00-OU-00 SPACELA6 5 0100 0 0 0
11-300?30-02-00 . 00-00
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12r 0- 0r0.00 -00-00-00-00	 TOTAL	 110	 903, H8	 903,119	 85	 44	 49	 100	 r
a'	 12* 5n-QO-Un.QU-00-00 ..O q MA1dAGEMENI_INTEG too 	 10,33	 in,33	 69	 44	 0	 100
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12-
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- 0 - 0	 100
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_	
32 -	 31 
	
5U	 100
12-100 . 20-02-02-00-00.00 STRUCTURE/0ECh 	 't	 110	 12,95	 12,95	 32	 31	 50	 100
F	 i2-100-?0 -U2-0J-00-n0.U0 FC /LS	 If	 1,r	 15,06	 0,46	 32	 31	 50	 in0
125100- ^0- 0 2-0 4 -00-00-U0 ELECT PCWEi1	 t __._.._. i1O 
-	 -	
,27	 -	 ,27 ..	 32	 31 	 100 _.1 ` 100--,s0-02 - at) - 00 - 00 - 110 CREW HABIT	 E	 1,o	 2, a	 2,18	 32	 ^ 31	 50	 in0
12^100-20-U2-06-00-00-Uo PRnPULSION/RCS
	
It	 0,0	 O,no	 O,no
	 0	 a	 0	 Inc	 j
12 1 100-20-U2 . 0/ . 00-00-00 GUIDANCE 4 COATRO	 •t	 110	 7,t)4	 7,94	 3F	 31	 50	 100	 j
12-100 . 20-:.02-o e - 00 -00.00' INFORMATION	 !
	 1,n	 21,45	 21,45	 3a	 31	 50	 100




Ito	 34,11	 34,11	 45	 44	 22	 100
w .	 121100-30.01.00-00-00.00 PROJECT MG :MTl,n	 19,22 .-	 1'9,22	 _ __- 45	 44	 1	 10U
-	
- ^-
12 .100-30-02-OU-00-00 , 00 S'YS ENGR 4 1_NTEG 
	 ; ... _.. 1,0
	 14,89
	 14,69	
45 _._._ 4 	
50	 100
12F100 -30- U3 -0U-00-00.00 GRNp SUPT EDUIP	 `-	 0,0	 0,00	 O,QO	 0	 0	 0	 100	 I




Table 6-1 (Page 5 of 8)
o DETAIL COST ESTIMATE
c
_	
-	 .._. _	 ._	 _ . _•_.._	 ... __ _ __
,
2




S9^14950 COST DATA. FORM A;;?), '1
REC URRING (PRODU C TION). _....	 .-.^_^.^.... AnTEi JUNE 29r 1977
PACE -OF
o
IUF.NTTFICATION	 WHS -'PBS NO,OF EXPECTED 1ST UNIT T T	 SPREAD 'LEARN
DNUMBER IDENTIFICATION LEVEL UNITS COST cCST	 T1 U S	 FUNCT i INllEX 4'
` 12+100-30-06-GU-00-00"00 LOGISTICS,CSPARES Oro 0,00 0100 0 0 U 1001x
12^20r,-00-UO'-OU-00-n 	 UOo ^ TRANSP SYSTEP s 1 ► D ,^o ono
_
a o 0 100\
12-20P-10,00-OU-00-00.00 SHUTTLE/SCE 14 0,0 none 0,00 0 0 U 100
' 12-200-20-00-00--00-00-00 SHUTTLE/MISSIC'J	 H •4 O10 O,nu Done' 0 0 0 1n0
12^20n-30- 0 0-00-00-00,00 SHUTTLE/LCG SUPPT y 0,0 0',On coon 0 0 0 100
12 .300-00-00-0U-00-00-00 MISSION HARDWARE v 1,9 701,34 701,34 70 30 501 100
12r3o0-10-010-0U-00^00-00 SPACE PCWER SYS q _-_ 1,10 229,64 229,64 _ 55 3p 501 inU
12-30n-10-u1-OU-00-00-DO POWFR PLATF'ORP Ion 71172 70,72 32 10 50 100
-'	 I 12	 300-10-01^nl- p (1-00-0t) PWR PLT HAQVWARE It Io n 48,62 48,62 32 10 50 100
12^300
-! 7 - U1
-o2 - 0n - 1p-00 PWR PLT FNG H SUfP t 1t0 13,96 13,96 32 1Q 50 100 a
12-3D0-10-011-Od-00`*np-Oq PWR	 PL T 	TCOLINC .t 1t0 8,14 8,14 32 10 50 100
12^^3001 -10-O1-O S -01*00-00 COMP BEAM FAB UNI 17 010 0,00 O,no 0 U 0 100 E
12-300-10-01-Od-02-00-00 STNGBCK/TURNTA9LE 7 O,O 0100	 _ 0100 0 0 U 100
'
12-300-T.0-01-06-07-00-00 RCS PACKAGh - 7 110 8,14 8,14 32 10 5U 100
12-30n-10-02-OU-00-00-00 T A -1 ANTENNA it 11n 101,25 i01,25 50 30 50 100 ^!
vRo 12-300-10-02-01-001--no-00 TA -1	 ANTENNA-HARD It 1,0 10,96 10,96 32 3n 50 100	 _
12-300-10- U 2-0 1-oa m oo- O n TA-1ENGR SUPPORT t 1,b 3,15 3,15 3Z 301 50 100
12-300-10-02 . 0 6 -00-00 " UD TA-1TOOLING if 1,D 1101 1,n1 3'r. 30 50 Inaz
12-300-10-02-03- 03- 00-00 TA-1 PALLET 7 140 1,41 1,01 32 3p 5 0 1110
' 12-300-iD-U2- od- 08-0U-O0 IUS 1 0,n 0,001 0,00 0 0
_
U 100
12.300-10-02-0 9 -00-00 " 00'FRFE FLT SUPT SS t 190	 ' 86,15 06,15 32 12 5D Ina
- 12-300-10-03-pU-00-00-On'TA -2 ANTENNA 1! 110 23047 23147 32 7 50 1003






1^-300-10_03-o2-00-00.+00 TA•2ENGR	 SuPP'ORT E 110 5,03 5,n3 32 7 59 100
j 12 - 300 -10-03.03.00-00-00 TA-2TOOLING	
-
_	 It
- 111 ,93 93	 ---__-- 32 - 7.! 50	 __. 100 _ 312-300-10-U 3 -0 6
-04-00-UG 'TA-2 ,PALLET
7 11Q 193 ,93 32 7 50 IOU
12-30 n -1O-04-OU-00-00-Un BMS+SMALL c 110 2,12 2,12 32 30 50 iG0
^., 12-300-10-U4-01-00-00-00 0 1 9-SML-HARDWARE It 1,o 1,65 1,65 32 30 50 inU
12-300-10-04.02-00-00-00 BMS-SML EN(H SUP p t	 - 1,0 ,47 ,47
_
32 30 501 100
12-300 . 10-05-OU-00-00-010 HMSm360 ° 1,0- 32,07 32,n7 32 27 50 IOU
12-3170-10-015 -01 -00-00 -00 BMS" 360 - HA3UWARE
1t--	 ---
1r0 9,17 9.37 32 27 50 100
1'1-300-10-0 5 -02-00-00-Un Br1S-360	 FN ;H	 SUPP It
---.
1 ► 0 2,69 .._^2,69 32 27 50 __. 100
12 , 300-10-05-0 3 -00-00-00 I UMS w 3 6 0 TGOLINO It 040 o'vo 0,00 0 0 0 190
12 1 300-10-U5 . os-O1-no-u0 COMIP BEAM FAB UNI '7 O,0 0,00_ 0100 0 0 0 110
12 -300-10-05-0 3 -03-00-00 TA-1	 PALLET 7 0,0 0,00 0,00 0 0 0 100
12-300-10-05-04-00-n0.00 FREE ELT SJPT 55 t 1 ► 0 20,00 20,00 32 27 50 100
12-300-20.00-OU-00-0o.00 EARTH SERVICES < 1t0 427,60 427160 37 ^3 50 1n0






^^ 50	 - 1n0
12-30"-2.0-01-01-001 , 00-00 30MR	 HARC 14ARE It I,n 32,30' 32,30	 _ 32 •+3 50 10U f9
12-30n-20-U1-0 1 -00-00^U q 30HR	 ENGH SUPPOR It 110 9,27 9, ?7 32 pia 50 100
12 x300 . 20-01-n d -00-00-00 30MR	 TOOLING I t 01p 0 ,00	 - Deno 0 U 0 IOU
12-300- 2o- 01'0 6 -0 3 -00,00 TA-1 PALLET 7 Oro Deno 0,00 0 0 0 100 _
^^12-300-20-01-O d -0 6 -00 . 00 ST'ROJGBACK EXT, 7 010 D,nO_ O^nO__i 0 0 0__10.0
^k i	
^ -






Table 6-1 (Page 6 of 8)00
z DETAIL COST ESTIMATE
mr
o STUDY TITLEI - PART 3' 'OAS EL,INE,1 -0 EANLYI
	
5YR
c CONTRACT NO,j	 NA59 . 149 5 8 COST DATA FORM ,	 A(2)
RECURRING	 (PRODU CTION) _ DATEi .JUNE 291	 197.2
C^
PAGE OF
IDENTIFICATION	 WBS 'M85 NO,OF ' EXPECTED
	 , SST UNIT	 ___^ . _T T	 SPREAD_ LEARN




COST	 T1 D S	 FONGT,
._
INDEX
12^-300-20-01-0 3 -07-00-00 RCS PACKAGE 17 0t0 0900 0,00 0 0 0 100-
12 -3,00-20- U1-0 4, 00-o0 -0o FREE FLT SUPT SS 4 1,0 70,36 70,36 32 1-3 50 100
12 - 3 00 = 20-02-oU-00-00 -U0 10OM RAC10h0ER I; 1,0 158,69 158,69 32 r8 50 1.0.0__





12-300-20-U2 . 0 2 -00-00-00 100MR ENGH SUPPQR it 1,0 15181 15, 91
_
32 P8 50 100
12-300-20-02-0 3 -00 . 00,00 100NR	 TOOLING E 1,0 1,67 1,67 32 r8 5D 1n0
12"300-20 - U2 -ns -02-00,00 STNGflCK/TURNTARI.E^ 7 0 1 0 O,UO r	 0,00 . 0 0 .__ 0 100
12 -300-20-U2=0,5-06-00.00 STRONGOACK EXT, 1 1r0 1,67 1.,67 32 w0 50 100
12-300- 20,-U2r0 6 -07-O0 -00 RCS pACKAGG ) 0,0 0,00 0,00 0 0 0 100
12-300-20-U2-04-00-00•,00 FREE FLT SUPT SS ._ ._	 it	 ._
 I,n
--	 86,1.5	 -- E6,i'5 _ _ 32 0-8 --_ 5 0  10012"300t-20-U3 - OU - 00 - 00, 0- 0 27H MBL :: -100 156,98 156,98 32 1-5 50 100__
12- 3 p n- 23-o3	 o1- OU- no-o0 2 7,4 8L	 HARDrIARE it i3O 55,03 55,n3 -32 V5 5D 100
12^300-20 - 03,02 - 00 - 00 00 27HBG ENGR	 SUp p OR_ it 110 15,80 • 19,80 32 V5 50 100
12^300-20.03..03-00-00,00 27HBL T004INO ! 0,0- 0,00 0,00 0 0 U 100
12^300-:20-03.04.00-nomUO FREE FLT SUPT SS It 160 86,15 86,15 32 •5 50 100















112-3UO- 30- U2-00-00-00,00 SPEDF 1t0 44,10 44,10 32 6 50 100
12 1 3p0 - 30 -U2- 01 , 00-00.00 SPEDFwHARD f 110, ..34,27. 34,27_ 32 6 50 _100_
ld 1 300-30w02+'02-00-O0.U0 SPIDF ENG SUR 9,84 9,84 32 6 50 100
.. 	 ...	 fC.	 rA	 Y	 1	 a,.,	 fi	 _	 x	 x-	 k	 ..^	 1^.
^'
	
	 x	 f ^	 v	 r	 n	 r.
i
s	
e	 Table 6-1 (Page 7 of S)
x	 6
a	 DETAIL COST ESTIMATE2
-STUDY TjTLE1 PART 3 BASELINE R CS EARL Y$ '5YR






	 IDENTIFICATION	 Was	 WES	 No I oF _ _. ,._ _ EXPECTED --	 T _ -- T	 SPREiD LEARN
NUNBFR
	
IDENTIFICATION	 LEVEL U-N-1 TS	 COST	 •D	 S FUNCT, INDEX
13" 0 .00-
0 0°0 0 -0'0-00 ,0'0 	TOTAL	
-	
3 .__. 1 ^ 0 	 790, 02 	 72	 15	 p	 100
13- 50-00-00 OU-pO-00-00 MANAGEMENT INTEL, 	 4	 110ton
	
0_	 0	 - 0	 100-
1 :3-100-00- 0 0 - O U - 00-00-00 SPACE CON'STR SASE	 3	 1i0	 488,92	 72	 15	 0	 100




0 _ _.0.	 100 ---
13-100-10-01-OU^00-n0 . 00 SPACE CONST V.ODU4 	 7	 0,0,'
	
olon	 0	 0	 0	 100
13"100-20-00-OU-00-00-00 SUPPORT SYSTEMS	 4	 DID	 0.00
	 0	 0	 A	 100
13-10o-?Q-01"00-00-n0-U0 POWER MODULE	 5	 0i0_	 0100	 11 	 00	 10o





1s"10n-30-00>0'0^00-0o_ U0 SCSI ENGR $UPPORT 	 4-	 1 1 0	 488.92	 72	 15	 0	 100
13'"100-30-01-OU-oo-o0-00 PROJECT MGMT 
	
5	 010 ' 	 ._ _.	 _ 	 0 00 	 0 _- 	 0 	 0	 100
13^100-30-U2-00-00-00-00 SYS ENGR 4_INTE:G	 5	 010	 0.`00	 0	 0	 0	 too
13"100-30*03-OU-00-00-0 0 GRIN D SUPT EQUIP	 y	 010	 0.00'	 _ 0	 0	 0	 100
13 . iQ0- D-o5-pU- p0-00-00 FACILITIES	 DID
-	
0,00r,	 0-	 _ 0 _ 100
	
3	
013-100-3Q-0 6 -0U-00-00-00 LOGISTICS tSPARES	 i	 1^0	 to 27 	
^0	
100
13 m 100-30-07 . 0u-00-no,G0 LAUNCH OPNS 	 ti	 1,0	 61,00	 72	 15	 0	 100
'	 13^100-30-UB-OU-00-00-00 FLIGHT OPNS	 1,0	
-- - 316;6S .. _	 72 _.^_..1 .3 _	 0 _. 110




	 76.0	 23	 1	 0	 100
13-200-10-01-OU-00-00.00 PnWF.R MODULE	 y	 1F0	 19 1(1
	 1	 1 




13-200 . 10- 02-OU-00-00^ U O CONSTR SNACK	 7	 1.0	 19 10	
_	 _ - 1 	
-1	 0	 100
13-200-10-03-OU-00-00.00 SPACE CONSjR HOD 	 1.0	 19,10	 1	 0	 0 	 100
1 3 "200-10^0 4 -0 U-00`00-00 STRONGBACK i5	 1t0 __..---_-.	 19,1'11	 P21	 0	 100
13-200-20-00-00 r 00-00-00 SHUT TLE/11 I S SION H _..
	





-- .2 -	 0 	 100 T
13-200-20-01-OU-00-00 -00 POWER PLATFORM	 5	 1'0	 19,1?1	 !	 *22	 0	 100
-	 13.200-20-U2-OU-00-00-00 TA-1 ANTENNA 4 BM 	 5'	 110 _	 19.1'1	 !,	 -2	 0 - ;100 -
13-200"20. 03 .0u-00- 00 . 0 0 TA.,?. ANTENNA	 5 ._ 1 ' 0	 19{10	 1	 w25	 p	 1.00
j	
13-
200.20-04-OU-00-00-U0' BHS 360 	 1tG	 19,10	 1	 w5	 0	 100
13-200-7,0.05-OU^00-00-00	 30M RADIOMETER	 7	 110	 9- 0	 1	 -35 _ ,^ 0 	 too
1'3^200-20-06 . OV-00-00-UO 1npM RADIOMETER 	 5	 ^0 -	
__. _,:_.__. 14;60 ,_•.-.,__ 6 -_	 a41
	
0 -._. 1U0	 -
13 . 200-20-07-OU-00-00.00 27.11 MBL	 57;30	 3	 w37	 0	 100
13-200-20-U9- ou- 00-00-00 SPACEL A B	 7	 110	 &9-In	 1	 •a-	 0	 100
13-200-20-U9.OU"00-n0-00 SP PRGC LEVEL FAC	 3 - 1^0	 1911.0	 1	 ^2b	 0^ 100
13"200-20-10-OU-00-00.0Q TA-1 FREE FLT SS 	 ti	 110	 l9. in	 1	 P20	 0	 100
13-200-30-00-OU-00-00-00 SHUTTLE/LOG SUPPT 	 4	 010- _	 0-00	 _, 0	 0	 0	 10030 . 200-30-01-O U -00-00 -o0 LOG SUP,^19a4	 5	 O,0	 O, co	
 _____ .  _ _.0
	
100'--
13^200-30-02-OU-00-00"00 LOG SUP.19b5	 010	 0;00	 0	 0	 0	 100
13-200-30.03.0u-00-00-U0 LOG SUP-w1966	 g	 0.0	 000 _	 0	 0 -0--loo
13.200.30-U4.OU-00-00"00'' LOG SUP-1987 	 4^ 0.0	 OA00	 0	 -0	 0	 1G0
1.3^200 ,30-05 . OU-o0-0owO0 LOG SUP*1.908	 7	 010	 0,00	 0	 0	 0	 100
13 0 200-30-06. 00- 00-00-00 LOG'SUPs1989 9	0!0 -	 0'=00	 _	 0	 -0	 0	 100
13-300-00.00.00 . 00-00,00 MISSION N'ARDWAR6	
_._. 3 . _ 1'0	 -	 ,00	 0^	 0 .	 0	 100
LA ¢ 	 'MM23.>w.erlb..,.. .a .stt rv,s.:.	 ,..t.,, .	 .aLn.. ..-:. ..	 ::,...	 ...4._	 J. ..	 \:`	 .e3	 '^
--+^	,.-^	.	.. u	r.,,, ..^'!A	&	#..	G	-..,3ti	• _ ._.y	a	...__0	a	-^:'..3	c^.,:s^	.:tea	:	y	r	z. ^	^ . ,^	h	-ii	f	_.:7	t'..	










DOt.._ . 0 . 	o .
	0	0010	DID	y	ON1SSI-00ad ^OVdS 00«oU-00600600-0£-00£-ct
	001
	0	0	0	0010	- 0109_	9N11001 18W1Z 00000-00-rU-£0-0Z-00£-£T
	




UOT _ 0	u	_ 0	COio	o,,0	





























































GOT	0	O/	0	U0'0	DID	0	9NI1001 lld HMd 00"00-00-PO-TO"01-00£«9T
	
DOT
	0	0	0	DO'0	Olu	4	ddnS 89913 lld HMd 00-OU-00-7U-T0-0T-UO£-CT
`	DOT
	O	0	0	00'0	0l0c	3HYMaHV4 Ild HMd DO-0U-0O-Tq-TO-OT-UO£-st
	
DOT	0	0	0	uO..O	DID	WHU4111d 83MUd D0=00-0o-nu,Tn'OT-uO£-pT,
	DOT	D	0	0	q0:0	-	010	► _	_	SASi'N3Mad 30YdS 00"00-00.00*00`01-00F-fiT































tK	 ryam"".'	 '^	 g:
,
µ,
- K K	 f :_ R
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Table 6- 2 (Page 1 of 9) }
i FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
I
OTUDV TITLE) PART 3 RASELINE
-




X	 1x04 R ECUR R INGIDDT + E) RECURRING(PROnUCT 'ION) RECUHRINGIDOERAT.IONS)^
DOLLARS IN MILLIONSNEy NUMBER 48S NANE	 -^ TOT^LA A.9i1► 19EQ_ 1991 _19tl2_`1983_ 1,984	 S Q95_3986_19.OLf9B 6 l90 9 	 x99C x
' ! 30"000,70-00-OU-00-00 70'TAL	 PROGRAM.;	 ! 3150,4 :79 1 2 118,4 288,3	 404 1 4 433;0 628,0 510,7 393,6 242;5 111,7 010 Dec
t 11 . 000-09-00-00-00-00 TOTAL DEVELOP ` 1456,9 -:19,2 . -- 115,4 245,9	 299 1 3 JC7;5 a94,b y 1i7,1 --26,9 - -.4'-'0^0-0^0 ^3;0
11 . 050-00-00-00-00 -00 MANAREMENT INTE 7,1 18 ,8 ,8	 IB 10 IC ,0 .8 =) 0,0 0.0 01011 1 100-00-00-00-00 . 00 SPACE CONSTR BA 49311,,.781b_10013_189,0
_1 46 , 4 _.; 4 1 7 .-3 , 3 ._, 2 _-OT C O.D ^D14^O0D 01?11-100. 10-00.OU-UO-np CONSTRUCTION Si 167,8 pip 32 1 5 68,2	 50 1 9 12,7 3,3 92 0,0 010 010 Oro 010
* il•100-10-01-OU-00-00 SPACE CONST POD 69 1 1 0,0 11,6 10,6	 21 1 0 299 0,0 0,0 0,0 010 O10 0.0 010
11 . 100-10-01-01 . 00-00 SUBSYSTEM WEY_ 000 _	 010  CIO 090	 010 DID 0,0 -	 '0,0 000--_ 0 1 0 _._	 DO D .__ 0.0 _ 010
11-100-10-01-nZ-00-00 SIRJCTURE/PECH 3313 010 711 1+.8	 1011 314 0,0 010 010 0_0 0,0 010 010
,f 11.100.10-01.0J-00-00 EMS 26,8 Q10 5i7 11,9	 a,% it 0,0 0o0 0,0 0.0 000 CIO OIO 011-100 . 10 . 01 . 0 4• 00 . 00 ELECT POWER ,8 Q10_ 1 2 ,^ _.
	
12 _ lip __ o l o.!000_ 0 1 n 0j0 014_DSO,Did11-100-10-U1-O tI -00-00 CREW HABIT 000E ova CIO 000	 010 DID 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 010 0.0 000
11+100-10-01	 06-00-00 PHOPU'LSION RCS 0,0 000 010 000'	 0 1 0 019 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 000 060 000 j
li • 100°i0-01-0 7. 00-OC 0Ul0AVCE + CCNT O10
- OID 0,0 __	 0,0	 010 000
_	
010
.010 _ CIO A.O ^0,0 .^0.0 010ii-100-10.01-Otl . 00-7D 1 4 FORMATION sit 0,0
_
117 1.6	 2, ,.3 0.1 0 0.0 000 0.0 0,0 0.0
_
010
11-100-10-02-OU-00-00 CRAlE 75,0 CIO 15 1 9 33,2	 22 9 8 3i,1 0,0 D.0 0,0 Dip 000 0.0 0,011-100-10-U3-OU-00-00
11-100-	 0- O4 - ou -UO-O
CHERRY FICR PLA,
5TNGBCK/TURNTAtl ;	 1
9 0 4- p ro_ 2t0_ 4 , 2 - 2 0 8 ^_14 ._ 0 0 0 0,0- _ Q09_OA p^90 D O,Q	 9.f^i	 _	 0



























11 , 100-29 . 01-oU-00-00 POWER NODULE 98i1 12,14
_ 25 17 1716 214 010 C,0 _ DID -- 010 ---.0 1 0 -.C,D_, 0,0. _019-
11"100-20-01-01-00-00 SUBSYSTEM	 INTEL 010 010 CIO DID 010 D i p CIO Doc 0,0 DID 000 0.0 OIO
4
11-100-20-01	 0 1 -00-00 STRUCTURE/O.ECH 1412 310 6,3 4,3 16• 0o0 000 0,0 000 0.0 010 0.0 01011°100-20-01-04-00-00 EC/LS_
^21
2,5_ I y V
_1(1__ 1B_ II _CIO^OI p._010 0x4`0
1 
0_910-010 910
11 . 100 . 20-01 c 4 -Oo-00 ELECT POW ER i 9 40 915 6,5 '9 010 010 O00 0,0 0_O 010 0.0010
11-10C-20-e1	 0 ! -00-00 FREE 'FLT	 SUPT S 19, 9 4,2 818 600 00 0.0 0,0




0,0 _	 0 1 0 P00 00-0 OI0 DID O,0 0,0 0,0 - 0 1 0  010 __ p.0^ 010
-07-11-100 1 :0 •Qi00.00 +	 CO,vT_.. 0,0 010 010 0.0 010 Gap 010 000 CIO 0.0 000 0.0 0,0
11-1.00-29-01 . O tl -00-00 INfORmATION 0,0 010 010 0,0 C10 0;0 010 0,0 CIO 0.0 010 0,0 CIO
11-10D-20-02 . 00-00-00 CONSTRUCTION SH
i 
9. 6 1 1` 0 1 0	 17 1 4 _42,3
_31 ,5 _ 5j3 `. 0,0_ I,Q_`0,0 0;0,010`0,0 __010
11 . 100-20-02 . 01 . 00-00 SUHSY.STEM	 INTEL 0,0 CIO 000 olo OIO 0,0 010 090 CIO 0.0 CIO 0.0 000
11 . 100-20-02- 02 - 00 -00 STRUCTURE /PECM 9,1 010 116 4,0 310 ;5 0,0 000 010 0_0 010 CIO 010
11 . 100-20.02-03-00-00 EC/LS 3517 OtC 694 1517 111 7 210 CIO .. '000 OIO- O 1 D.-__ 0 00 --a CtC11-100-20-02-0 4 -00-P0 ELECT POWER 0d 010 11 14 03 ;10 010 000 -D10 0.0 CIO 0.0
^
010
11-I0C-20 . 02 . 05-00-00 CREW H ABIT 4,9 019 19 2,1 1,6 13 010 010 010 0.0 000 0.0 OID
11 ,100-20-02-0 0 -00-00 PROPULSION/RCS Co0p10_ 010,_ 010 010 O
'1 0_	 _ _D I p^0 / 0 _0 1 0_0=0 010 0.0 010
It-loo-20 . 02-07-00-00 GUIDA4CE + CONT-'17 1 5 010"3 1 1 7i6 ^ .5 1 7 I10 010 0;0 ^ 0 1 0 0.0 D,0 0.0 O;p'
11 ,100-20-02-0 8 -00-00 INFORMATION 298,4 Q,0 511 12,4 9,3 116 OIO 0i0 CIO 0.0 010 0.0 010
11+100 .30-00-00.00-00 SCB EINGR SUPPOM 170,11 611 24 1 0 61,7 61 0 6 i6s7 _ 0 0 0 000 OIO__ Ot0 010.`0.0 OIO
11'100-3C-01 .00-00 . 00 PROJECT MGMT 30,4 2,D 619 7,5 7,5 6;12 010 0.0 -	 0 1 0 010 ^0,0 0.0` 0,0
11 . 100-30-02-00-00-00 SYS EVGII a	 INTE 27 1 1 310 8,7 910 511 17 OII 010	 ` ' 0,0 0.0 DID 090 DID
11 0100-10-03 . 00-00-00
11 .100-JO.O 4 .0U • 00^00
GRNO SUPT EOUIP
	 27 1 1
SYS YEST ^'evAt; 10;3
01
-` 0 0 0
0 519 11,7 
__
-3015
81 4_1j 4 010 000 010 0;0	 0^0 0 0 OLO




table 6-2 (Page 2 of 9)
i	 FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
	/TUDY TITLEI PART 3 BASELINE @ CS 'EARLY,,SYR	 FU14DINO SC HEDULE	 DATEI JUNE-1291 1977
CONTRACT NO') NAS9 -44958	
-	 - ---	 -- -
	
_. DATA FpR 11 C	
---	
PAGE L-- 2 - Or
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ANTENNA • 010 040 0,0 010 DID coo Oro 010 0.0 0.0 Oro 0.0 Ora
3 ' 12-200`20-03-00.00-00 7A-2 ANTENNA 010 010 010 0.0 0,0 C;O Oro 0o0 0,0 0:0 DID 0.0 O^1a
12 1 2'D0_-20-04-00 . 00-00 HMS 360
_ 
Oro 099 010 Oro 010 010 9,D .	 090 Dro DID Dra 0.0
32 ►200-25-0 5 -00 .00-00 30M•p.1)WETEM 010 010 010 010 DID 010 DID Oro Oro 0.0 090 Oro Ora
12 . 200-2D- 0.6 -OU-00-00 1004 RADICPETEM 010 040 040 C,`o D10 CIO DID 010 0.0 0.0 DID 010 $	 012 -200-20-07-DO-00-0'0 27M MOL 010__419—ala— pro DID 0l0 0 1 0'_.0;0_ 0 .O_- 010- 0M •0-- .OrO —a1Q-12"200-'0'-08-OU-00--'00 SPACELA9 Oro 010 010 Oro CIO - coo - Oro 040 _ Ora 0.0 Dro 0.0 {C1a
12-200-20-09-0U-00-00 SP PROC DEYEL F DID Oro 010 Oro 019 0;0 CIO 010 0:a 0.0 940 0.0 0.10
12-20"0.20-30.00"-00-90 TA-1 TREE FLT5 090 040 DID prD 010 010 D 1 0 CIO DrD _. 0 1. 0	 -_ D i u . 0#a__._ DID
12-200 . 30 - 00-0o- p 0-Do SRUTTLE/LOG SuP DrD Ora
DID
0.0 Ora 010 010 Oro 0^0 C..D 000 0.0 0,0
12`-200-30-O1-OI1 t 0C-OD LOG SUP-1984 010 010 DID DID a
 010 0.0 -	 0,0 010 010 Oro Coo 010
12-200-30-'02 . 00 . 00-00 LOG SUP-19 .85	 --- 01 0-_ Or0 -_. O 1 D „- '090	 _ 0 4 0; _ _ 010_-- DID ^.. 090 ^ar0^._, a.0._.- 0 40.:_._0;0_- 010-
12"`?.00-30-0J-OU-00-00 lOG SUP-1'9 66 Oro 040 Oro oro ala Or0 CIO 0.0 off p10 010 0.0 01D





-DO-00-00 LOG SUP-1988 '010 - coo 010 Oro 010 01o' 020 090 Ore	 _ 0.0 x10 0.'0 _	 DID_.
32 . 20?-:10-U e.p U-OD °o0 LOG SUP-1969 ago 0,a DID pro Oro 010 Oro CIO ara Ot0 00 0.0 CIO
12-300-C9-00-OU-00-ra MISSION HAMD%AR 701,3 coo Oro 41 1 6 1 3 46,9 139.4 268,8 21 5 : 4 14.4 Oro 0.0 010
12-300-30-AO-DU-00-00 SPACE PHR SYS 229,6 ,01.0
-	
010. ;1 S e 1 J 46 1 :6 112,2 5 4.0 _.. r 4 --_.0,0 s a 1 a ^O•a._.-.a1Q- !J
12 . 300-10-01.00-00-00 POWER PLATFORM -	 70,7 goo O 1 0 060 ago 5s2 42,3 23,2 90 0.0 010 010 090
12-J"D- 10- O1-01-CO-O p Pao PLY HARDWAR 4'8,6 0,0 010 Oro 040 316 29 i l 1519 ,0 0.0 Ora 0.0 010 g
12 . 300-30-01-02-Oa-00 PWR PLT ENGR S^ 14 1 0 010 0.10 Oro 010 1.0 8,4 4,6 to D 1 0 o t o Oro a I a
12-300-10-01-D J -:Oa-00 P w R PLT	 TOCCINU all p1D 010 0,0 D10 16 4,9 2,7 ;0 010 010 0.0 0,0
12. 00-10-O1-0J-pl-ap COMP REAM FA6 U a1Q olo DID p.0 010 010 0;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 010 0.0 010 7
1 2 -300-10-01-0 J -0 2 -00 STNGOCK/TURNTA to Oro 030 0 1 0 OrO a^0 01C pro 0,0 Dort 0,0 0.0 0,0
12-3«0-10-01-D J.-07-a0 RCS PACKAGE 6,1 DID
_
010 _ 0.0 ago 16 4.9 -2 1 7 r0 C .p Oo0— 0.0 010_
12-300-10.02-00-00-00 TA L I	 ANTENNA 10113 0,0 0,0 ,l 616 ?0!0 55,2 19,4 0,0 0:0 010 O.0 010
12 .300 .10-02-rS1-00-a0 TA -1 ANTENNA-HA live p,D 010 11 418 518 r3 010 0,0 0.0 OrO 0.0 O1O
12-30P-10-+02-02 . 00-00 TA-1ENGR y UPPOR 311 010 a'1a r0 114 117 11 010 Oro 0_0 DID 0.0
_	
eta
i p-3Arn-30-02 . 0 3 -0G-00 T4-!TOOLING 119 01a 010 so 14 15 ra 01D 010 O.0 0,0 0.0 0,0
12-300-10-02-OS-p3-D0 '1A-1 PALLET	
----
110	 - 0 1 0
- _o 1 D	 -- 10	 _ ! 4 __ 2 5 - 1 D __ 010 _..0 9 0 _ 9.0_	 „010 _ 0.0 —DID`
17-300-10-02-O J - p8
-00.9U S are - 010 0 1 0 010 010 010 e,o 010 0.0 0.0 0.10 0.0 DID
12"300-10 . 02- 0 4. 00 -D0 FREE FLT SUPT S 8611 090 CIO 080 010 12,0 54,1 19.4 0,0 0.0 0;,0 DID 040
12'500-10-03-0'0-00-00 TA-2 ANTENNA 2315 010 DID Oro 090 14 111 4 11.4 r4 _ D.0 0°.D	 _ - 010 CIO
127300 .15-03-0.1 . 00-00 TA-2 ANTEihA-HA 17 1 5 010 a,D 010 090 13 e,5 819 r3 0_0 010 0.0 0,10
17 • JC31-10-03-O Z• DD-QO TA-2ENGR 9UPPOM 710 010 DID 0.0 DID 11 2.4 2,4 rl 070 DID Poo 010
12-300 . 10 . 0 3. 0 ) -00-00 TA-2Te0LLNG 14+.010---010 0,D 010 -
-- 15---.r5 —A.O OAO— O/Q 010 O1a










r	 STUDY TITLE( PART 3 BASELINE'@ CS EARLY, SYR '	 FUNDINO SCHEDULE
	 DATEI JUNE 291 1977
CONTRACT NOI NAS °-1:v?e	 PATH r9 Rn C
c	 -




WDS NAME	 TOTAL .1!7 9	1980 _1g
L0 L1 ARS
lvtl2M '`1963s_ 9p1	 1985	 989 1990_
12-W-10. 04. 00-00-00 HMS-SMALL
	 2,1
	 0,0	 0,0	 .0	 19	 1%	 ,1	 0,0	 0,0	 0:0	 0,0	 0.0	 p,0
12-300-10.04.01,00-00 H NS-SML.HARDkAR	 117	 010_--010 __ ,0	 17	 i9	 ,0	 0 -0.0-	 00 •-_	 0-
	I	 12-300-10.04-02-00-00 ISMS- SHL ENGR SV	 ,5	 0, 0 	 0,0
	 , 0 	,2	 63	 0	 0, 0 	 0,0
	 0.0	 O'D	 0.0	 010
	
I	 12-300-iC- U5 -00-00-DO HMS-360
	 32,1
	 0,0	 0,0	 0,0	 8,8	 ;9t ;9	 3,3	 060	 040	 0:0	 060	 0.0	 01012-300'10-05-01 , 00-00 HHS-350-HIRD6AN 	 914_ 01 0 ._0 1 0 -.010	 .216	 5,8.^1x4,_0,0-_0d0^0.a-01 a-010	 910_
12-300
- 10 - 05 -02-00-00 HMS-360 ENGR Sip	 2,7	 010	 0,0	 000	 47	 1;7	 1301D	 0,0	 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 010





D,0	 0;0	 0,0	 010	 0,0	 0:0	 0,0	 040	 Oro
12- 100-10 . 05-03-01-00 COMP BEAM FAB V	 010010	 010	 0,0	 010 _ 0 0	 0,0_ , 0,0	 . 0,0 _- 0:0 - . O Q _-040 --- 010 ..12 .300-fD•U5-OS-03-0 p TA-1 PALLEI	 0,0	 0,0	 0,0	 C,0
	
0,0	 010	 0.0
	 0.0	 D.0	 0:0	 0,0	 0.0	 010	 Al12-300-10-05-04-00-00 FREE FLT SLPT S	 20,0	 010	 010	 0,0515	 i2,4',	 2,1	 000	 0,0	 0:0	 D,0	 000	 0,012-300-20 » 00-00-00-00 EARTH SERVICES _427 1 6 ^..01 0_O I O _C10 ._._Q1 0 .._,.0 1 0.___ 8 ,0-_3 9 115 213,7__1111-010-_.0,0,010-12-300-20-01-00-00-00 30M RADIOMETER 	 111,9	 0,0	 0,0	 000	 0,0	 010	 5,5	 63,5	 12.7	 ,2	 0,0	 0,0 01012-300-20-01-01-00-e p
 3DMR HARDI,ARE






	 0.0	 010	 CIO	 0.0	 0,0	 0,0	 0,0	 0,0	 0.0	 0,012 -300 ,20-01-0 3, 03-00 T A -1 PALLET	 010	 010	 0,0
	 010	 0,0	 0,0	 040	 0,0
	
0,0,	 0:0	 0,0
	 0.0	 01012- 300-20-01 , 03-0600 STRONGBICK EXT1___.__010_ 0, 0
_4.10 _ C10 _- 0 1 0 ---, 010....0, 0 -_- 0,0 _ 010._0 1 0_019-0.'0` .0 19-	 +12-300-20-U1-03,07-00 HCS PACKAGE	 0,0	 000	 O,D




0:0 -- .0 1 0	 0,0	 0.0	 010
	
i	 12-300-20.01-04.00.00 THEE FLT SUPT S 	 70,4	 0,0	 010
	 000	 0,0	 010	 .3 1 4	 39,9
	
26,9	 ,2	 010	 060	 010	 1
12 . 300''20-01 . 05 . 00-00 F9EE FLT SUPT S'	 010	 01O	 RID	 0,0	 DID	 010.
	
010	 040	 010	 Os0 -_ 0 1 0 . 0.0 -
 of C-12-300-20-02-00-00.00 1004 9AOIQMETEH 158,7
	 0,0	 0,0
	 0,0	 0,0	 CIO.	 ,D	 52,1
	
95,0	 1116	 0,0	 0,0	 0,0
12 . 300-20-02-01 , 00-OD 1004R HARDI,ARE	 5511
	 019	 C,0	 0,0	 0,0	 010	 •60 • 18,1	 32.9	 4,.0	 0,0	 0.0	 01012 -300 - 20-02x0 1 -00 - 00 10018 ENGR SL'PP - 11,8 _	 0----010 _- 040 _	 01 0 ...=..010 - 1 0	 512	 915^11201a
12-300-20-02-03-00-00 100`1R TOOLING	 1,7	 0,0	 0,0	 060	 010'	 O10
	
60	 15	 1,0	 .1	 O'0	 0.0	 0,0
12'300'20-02-0 3. 02 . 00 STNGBCK/TURNTAl1	 0,0	 Q,O	 0,0
	 0,0	 010	 010	 0,0	 O.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 010
	




55	 1 0 	 ___ 0 1 0 --_ O 'D ^0 1 C -12-300-20-02-0 4




	 0,0	 -010	 010.	 0100,0
	
0,0	 0.0	 0,0	 010	 0,0
12-300- 20-02-0 4 -00-00 FREE FLT SUPT $ 	 86,1
	 010	 010	 010	 0,0.	 0,0	 ,0	 28,3
	 51 4 5	 6:3	 0,0	 000
	
010




1571.010 _0 1 0	 0,0
__. 0 1 0 ^ Ol0	
2^9 ^26^ D
 - 76,D- ? i 5 -0 ^ 0- 0 . 0^9 , O 	 412-3 00-20-0 3. 01 . 00-00 27MBL HAR06ARE	 ,0	 O,D , 00
	
010	 0 0	 ,6	 26 6	 9	 0 0	 0 0	 boo
12 .300-20,0 3 -01 , 00-90 2 7 MRL ENGR SUPP	 1'3,8	 C,O	 GIG	 0,10	 0,0	 010	 ,3	 7;6	 716	 13	 0,0	 0.0	 0,0	 (*12300-20-03-03-00- 00 27MUL TOOLING	 0,0 __ 0,0 _ 0,0	 0,0	 0,0	 010	 DID	 0,0	 0,0_- 0.0	 0,0 	 0.0_•O,0-







41,7	 1.4	 0,0	 0.0	 ,0^
12-300-30-00 . 00. 00-00 SPACE PROCESS'IN 	 44 1 1	 0,0	 010	 0,0	 010	 13	 19,2	 23,3
	 1,3	 0:0	 0,0	 010	 000





_ 19	 0 0	 0,0	 -0L0	 t12.300-30-02-0U-00 . 00 SPEDF	 41,1-010'-G;0
	 010	 010	 13	 19,2	 23,3	 1,3	 0.0	 0, 	 0,0
12-300-J0-0'1.0100,00 SPEOF.HARO	 34,3
	 0,0	 G,0	 0,0	 0,0	 12	 14,9	 lo l l	 1,0	 Ot0	 0,0	 0.0	 010
	
12.300 . 30.02-02-00-00 SPEOF ENG_SUP













o	 Table 6-2 (Page 7 of 9)0
?	 FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
mrr
p	 STUDY 711LE1 PART 3 SASELIHE, CS EARLY, SYR
	 fLNDINO SCHEDULE	 DATEf JUNE 201 1977CONTRACT -ND I NAS9.l4gye	
-- -::::	 DATA FY RM C._._	 _	 .---PAGEL	 i f
r
D	 __
T3ON RECURHING 0 0 4 E)	 RECURRINGIPAODUCTION)
	 % RECURRING(OPERATIONS)
DOLLARS IN MILLIONSNBS NUMBER	 WBS NAME_
	 TOTAL_]979_1900,_1981__ 19132 _1983__ 1984'1959_ , 1986_1907_1980_1909_- 990
13-000-00-00-OU-00-00 TOTAL OPERAT, 79010 OIa DID OIO 010 21;4 180,1 92,6 149. p $26.3 111,7 0.0 0I013-050-10.00-00-00-00 MANAGEMENT
	 IATE o10 0 1 0 - 0 1 0 ..	 000 DID D;0	 , a,D .	 0.0 011_._ 0,0 _. 01 0 _._.0.0 ,OIa._13-100-00.00-OU-00-00 SPACE COYSTR BA 388 1 9 p,0 Coo 0.0 010 21 1 4 73,3 73,5 73,5 73.9 73 1 5 CIO 010
13"100-10-00-00-00-00 CONST9UCTION ST 010 0,0 010 090 0,0 010 010 0.0 0,0 p.0 0,0 0.0 01013-1On - La - 01 - 00-00 - 00 S P kCE CONST MOD ,_ 010_ O1 0
_Ot 0 ^.010_- 0 10._._0 1 0..010._ 0,0 _0. 0 ^.Dj0__ 0 10^0.0_OI a -
13-100-10-01-01-00-00 SUOSC3TEM
	 1NTE4 0,0 0,0 ^,p 0.0 0,0 010 0,0 •	 0.0 D,0 0:0 0,0 0.0 010
13 r lCO-30 . 01-C'1-00-00 STRUCTURE/MECH 010 010 010 0.0 Oto 0,p 0,0 0.0 C I O 0.0 010 0.0 CIO
13-100-10-01-93- p C-oo ECILS _	 coo 0,0 010 0,0 o.t0 _	 0 1 0 0,0 010 0,0.__..0'0 ._• 0 0 0 0.0..--_. .0'a--13-100-10-01-0 4 -0D-00 ELECT POWER 010 CIO CIO 0.0 ago CIO 000 010 0,0 0.a 0,p• O.0 010
13-100-10-01-07-00-00 CRE4 HARIT 0,0 0,0 010 0,0 O,O CIO 010 0,0 0,0 0:0 0,0 0.0 0,013 1100 . 1C-01-06-Oa-00 PROPULSION RCS 000 ^
.01 0 010_____aIQ.._- _,_C I O'__ 0,0 x,000 _ O'9.^0,C— o'O._.0,0._Ota_
13-100-10-01 . 01.00-00 GUIDANCE +  CONT— Coo gig O,D Dig ova CIO 0,0 p,p 0,o 0.0 O'D 0.0 010
13-100-10-01-05-00-00 INFORMATION 010 O,O CIO 0,0 CIO C;0 090. • 010 D,0 0.0 CIO 0.0 010cc	 13-100-19.02-00.00-00 CRAVE C,0 O10
_	 0 1 0 0.0 a 1 a 0-9
1
010 010 0.0 0.0 OI 0 CO. 	 ;__ 0
13-100 --10-03-Ou-00-00 CHERRY PICK P EA ova 0,0 000 060 Ci e C.0 0,0 0..'0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0
01




0 1 3 01.0 —O,a 0.'0 _	 0 1 0 _—.010- 0 1 a_ OIO____019—
13-100 . 20-01-DU-00-00 POWER MODULE 0,0 0,0 D'0 CIO 010 CiO 0,0 0.0' a10 0.0 Ora 0.0 Ole
13 . 100-20.01-01-00-00 SUBSYSTFM INTEL 0,0 010 0,0 0.0 010 OIO o.0 p,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0
13"109-20 . 01 . 02-00-00 STRUCTURE/MECH 0,0 ._	 0 1 9 010 ago CIO 0-10 O,D O10 OIO _.	 0 1 0 ...01 0
_-
 Coo --- O1a__
13-100-20-01-03-00-00 EC/LS 0,0 OIO 010 000 010 010 a,0 . 040 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 CIO
17-109-20-01-0 4 -00 . 00 ELECT POKER 0,0 010 010 010 0t0 0 1 0 0,0 0.0 0 ,0 020 0,0 0.0 01013- 100-70 - 01 . 05 - 00 . 00 FREE FLT SUPT 5 010
__	 01 0 DID._ 0.0 0,0 _ _	 C I O ,_._ 0 10._-010_.- .- 0 , a —_0 !0,01 a,_ 0, 0_91?
13-190-20.01-04 . 00-00 PROPULSION/RCS 010 010 010 CIO DID Q,p Or0
-0.0 0,0 0.0 000 ova DIV
13 . 100 . 20-01-07 . 00 . 00 GUIDANCE • CONT 0,o 010 010 000 010 0;0 0,0 0.0 010 0.0 0,a 0.0 016
1^-100 . 20-O1-9 e• 00 . 00 INFOR 14ATIOK 0,0 016 at0 0,0 010 CA D,0 0,0 0,0 DAO 0,D 0,o	 _ CIO
13-100-,-0.02-DU-00-00 C3NST R UCTION SM 010 010 CIO coo 010 a a 0,0 0.0 0,0 Dj0 010 0.0 010
13`100 . 20-02-01-00-00 SUUSYSTEM	 INTEa_ OIO 110 000 0.0• 0,0 C10 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 OIa
13-100-20-02-0'1-00-00 STRUCTURE/MECH
_010 ` 0 co
— O I D^ CI O 010 '010• _._ 0 i a ___ 910... Ova._ CIO.,:01 0—0.9— 9t0
13^100-20-02-0 33 00-00 EC / LS OIO 013 O,O 0.0 0,a CIO 0.0 010 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
13-100-20 . 02-04 . 00-00 ELECT POWER coo CIO O10 0.0 0,a 010 0.0 O10 0.0 p.p 018 0.0 OIO
13-100-20-92-05-00-00 CREW HA81T
,.	
010 019 010 CIO Ota 010 090 .	 DIO 012.-_. Cj0 _. 0 1 0 0.C.— 013_.
13100-20-U2- 06 -00-00 PROPULSION/RCS 0.0 010 0,0 010 010 OIO 010 O.0 0,0 0.0 010 0.0 DID
13-100-10-02-07-00-00 GUIDA'ICE + CONT O,O OIa 010 000 010 0,0 0.0 p,p DID 0:0 0,0 010 CIO
13 . 100-20.02-08.00.00 INFOR44TION 010^01x_010 _ OIO _ 010
_	 DI D :_ 0 1 0 _	 OLD ._. a,a 0,0__0 ' 0 _0.0_010_
13-100.30-00 . OU .p O-DO SCB E^GR SUPPOR—j88,9 0,0 010
-0.0 010 21'I^ 73,5 73,5 73,5
,
73 j5 73,9 0,0 010
13 .100-30.01.00-00-00 PROJECT MGKT 000 CIO CIO DID 010 01"0 0,0, 010 01a 0.0 CIO 010 0,0
13 . 100-30.02.OU-00-00 SYS	 ENGR	 1!INTE 010 0:9 010 OIO Ota 110 010 CIO 0, 0__ 0-0--1  010. 0.0 Coo
1311OO-30-03-00-00-00 G9ND SUPT EObIP 0,0
9 
010 CIO 010 CIO .6 1 0 010 0,0 0.0 CIO- 0,0 010
13.100-30.0+-OU-00-00 SYS TEST M EYAL 0,0 OIO 010 OIO 010 Oj0 CIO o10 0,0 Oj0 010 0.0 Ole
l • loo-30-os.00,00-00_EACILI ?hES OA 911	 D, o
_	 to n, I D__. p 1 0 0 , o	
_I.-q o.0 0.0 o.D 0.0 Diu




/ Table 6-2 (Page O of 9)
^^ FUNDING DISTRIBUTION








wuw *ecunwI*«(upr^*) p ^ouon
~
wu^ p xonu ,lVw^
-_-- u_ nspUn«^^u(u,s^xy^oms^________ __--
'
-





IN wYLLY » xs
1983 ^	 1984 _.^n«e 198*19*7
.^
'--^«uu---^^o^__^^^L'




13-100*30-07-OU-00-00 LAUNCH OPNS 611D Goo DID coo
,	
a tio It ' o Ilia lima 11;o t1so goo DID
13^100-30-08-00-00-00 FLIGHT OPHS 316ol Boo 040 Boo 0:0 1 15.4 60,3 60.3 60.3 60.3 60,3 0.0 DID
13-200-CO-OD-OU-00-no TRA IISP	 SY R TEMS 40iol 019 coo 060
0
0-0 114,6 1981 76,4 152 -.8 38,2 0.0 ago
13, 200-1, 0_01-00-00-ou POWER HODULE 19.i coo coo coo Boo DIG 19'1 0.0 Goo 0'.0 Goo 0.0 010
13-200-10-02-OU-00-00 CONSTR SHACK 1911 goo Ole BOO 010 coo 1 9 il 000 Goo 0.0 Ole 040 coo
13-200-10-03-00-00-00 SPACE CONSTR	
--- - - -
^u~z	 o^~oo~uo~^o-	 -	





^ 5 7, 3
Boo~^' 0 1 0'- ^^^~.~ o^o,.- ^"^.	 .x
^ -










19 1 1 0 1 0 _ Ole
13-200-20- 02- 00-00 - 00 74-1 ANTEN NA
_ _
^,.^ ,^. B I D Bi g ,^, ° '1911 040 coo 0.0 " '	 -
0 1 0 Gi n Boo 1 9 11 o-.o 0.0 010
coo I13-200-20-05-OU-00-00 304 RADIOMEIEN 1911 BIG 000 coo DID coo Boo ago 0,0 1911, Goo 0.0 019
13 v 200-20-08-OU-00-00 S PA CELAB 1911 Boo Ole 040
a 0
coo 1 9 11 coo 040 CIO 0.6- Bo o coo
13t, 200-20.09-OV-00-Oo SP PROC DEVEL F 19 1 1 Doc 010 060 010 c* 010 040
19 
$1 0.0 010 coo coo0
BIG
13*20n-30-00-OU-OC-00 SHUTTLE/LOG 5UP CIO Goo coo. a 8 0 0 CIO Goo Boo Goo 0.0 Goo 0.0 010
13 , 2DO-30-01-00-00-; Do LOG	 SIIP-1984 ORO Coo Din 010 coo coo. . 010 010 O'D 0;0 Goo 0.0 010
13-200 , 3Q . -D-3-OU-00-00 LOG SuP-1986 000 goo 010 ago D: '0 C I O B I G C o o 0	 0
0 
.o 0 0 0 0.0 coo
13 1 20n-3C-0 4 -00-00-00 LOG SAP-1987 o
- ' '' ' ''' ' 0 00 coo '`- ' --
c
oo
n» C I O Boo
coo
^^
13-200-30-06-00-00-00 LOG	 S',IP-1989 BID 0 
1 
0 Goo 080 040 Dic 010 goo 0:0 0.0 ago 0.0 coo
13 , 300-00-00-00-00-00 MISSION HARDWAR coo Boo 000 coo coo CIO Goo Doc 0.0 a-.o Goo 0.0 010





JJ-300-10-UI-01-00-00 PWR PLY HARDWAR Goo 010 DIG CIO I CIO Boo 010 G o o n	 a Goo DID coo
to ago. to Goo
13-300- 1 0-Ot-OJ-00-00 P4R	 PLY	 TOCLI-NU Goo Goo 010 Boo 0:0 coo coo 010 Goo 0.0 Goo 040 coo13-300-10-01 - 03-01-00 _.P _- .- U °.. ",. .". "^" .^. ";, .^, "^" °^. "/" .", "." "^~
s
13-3on-10.02-OU-00-00 TA-1	 ANTENNA Goo ORO Goo 000 Goo o;o ORO 010 Goo 0:0 Goo 0.0 DID
13"300-tO-02-04-00-00 IA-170OLING ft'o 000 Ole 060 0,0 OLD 0..o 000 0.0 0:0 Ole 010 BID
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